Auzobillaahi minash shaitaan nir rajeem. Bismillaah hir rahmaan nir raheem.

Words “Rasool & Nabi” in Quran? Must read it all &
decide! Mahdi is hidden in word “Rasool”. But why
& how? Did Quran & Hadiths give different
meanings of Arabic words “Rasool” & “Nabi”? Is
Mahdi mentioned as Allah’s Rasool in Quran &
Hadiths? Did Quran ordered strictly to follow Mahdi
as he is also Allah’s Rasool? Were these secrets 10
major signs of end to be revealed only by Mahdi?

Why there is need to know the difference between these 2
Arabic Quran’s words “Rasool Allaah (sent with a holy
work by Allaah)” & “Nabi (sent by Allaah as (Prophet), the
holy news giver of future”)? Is Mahdi the 2nd Rasool after
Mohammad (s)? Because whatever love, honour, respect is
given to last prophet Mohammad (s) must also be given to
Mahdi as he is also Allah’s Rasool. Then it’s big revolution!

Answer: - It’s very important to know wheather Allaah have ordered in
Quran to obey & follow Mahdi compulsorily as Hadiths contains very
strict orders for his acceptance. If yes, then where are they and how are
they mentioned in sealed prophetical syle which common men are
unable to know due to lack of wisdom? Why it’s not visible to common
Muslims? Where are those orders of Allah in Quran to obey him? Why
mankind couldn’t see them uptill now despite of so many Islamic
scholars presence for last 1400 years? Are there any Hadiths which say
that Mahdi is Allaah’s Rasool irrespective of their being weak or strong?
Are they clearly mentioning Mahdi as Allaah’s rasool or hiding his
designation with some wisdom? If yes then why Quran & Hadiths have
hidden his designation of being Allaah’s Rasool?
The answers to all above questions are “Allah wanted to show
the wisdom of Quran & the wisest Mahdi” to all mankind. Both Quran &
Hadiths have mentioned Mahdi to be Allah’s Rasool in wise style without
prophethood.The designation of Mahdi as Rasool Allaah was sealed with
wisdom for common mankind because of faith clashes. And now it’s
broken by true Mahdi (Myself). There will be revolution in Islamic world.
There is urgent need to know the actual meanings of these 2 words
because the Mahdi is Allah’s rasool (apostle, sent by Allaah) without
prophethood (nabuwat) & he is not just a common man leader or guide
(Imam) as misunderstood by all Muslims. Allah himself wanted to hide
the designation of Mahdi as “Allah’s rasool” in Quran & Hadiths. That’s
why Allah himself made this matter very much confusing for mankind. All
Muslims scholars didn’t know this secret which is revealed now. And
wisdom of Quran & Hadiths is revealed with true Mahdi the spiritual reincarnation of Isa son of Maryam (a). Some Muslim scholars might have
understood their true meanings but they were not the authority to certify
with claims. It is the matter of Quran’s revision through another rasool
which is against present age Muslim’s faith. They will raise the question
that “Should we follow one more rasool like we had followed Allah’s
rasool the last prophet (Nabi) Mohammed (s)? Should we give same
respect as we gave it to Last Prophet Mohammed (s)? How dare can
Mahdi claim for same status again? And none can be equal in status to
Prophet Mohammed (s) & we cannot respect Allah’s orders also as we
are so much emotionally in love of Mohammed (s). But true Muslims
must follow Allah’s orders & give up their own desires otherwise they are

rejectors of Allah in disguise of true Muslims. Did Mohammed (s) not say
Jesus himself is Mahdi & will be sent by Allaah for Islamic Kingdom?
Entire Quran was waiting for Mahdi with Rasool designation & Hadiths
also disclosed him as Rasool which Muslims scholars read but didn’t
understand it. Quran is the book of signs (aayaats, miracles) & those
aayaats were supposed to be revealed during the period of true Mahdi.
And it’s done now. All Muslims used to say that coming of the Mahdi is
the revolution in the world but how will it occur they can’t say properly.
And the revolution is seen in his designation of being Allah’s rasool
(apostle) without prophethood (nabuwat) work.His work is not the
prophethood (giving the holy news) now as he himself is the news given
by last prophet Mohammed (s) which is now fulfilled. All Muslims who
never thought that some one again was supposed to come with equal
designation of Prophet Mohammed (s) in the form of Mahdi.There is
urgent need to know this open secret of Quran because Mahdi is not just
the guide or leader (Imam) but he is “Rasool of Allah without the work of
news giving (nabuwat or prophethood)” & hence the supreme guide by
Allaah.Isa son of Maryam’s coming is the coming of Rasool again after a
gap of 1400 years. It’s like coming of Mohammed (s) in same
designation again but in the form of Mahdi. It’s very big matter. All
ignorant shall be shocked & amazed with this news! It’s already
mentioned in hadiths that Mahdi’s coming is like Mohammed’s coming
again in the world.And prophet Mohammed (s) was not a common man
but Allaah’s rasool.

Did Quran differentiate between Arabic words
“Rasool (Sent one with any holy work)” & “Nabi
(Prophet, the news giver)”? See the proofs given
below where these 2 words are used separately in
same verses. Mahdi is mentioned as Allah’s Rasool
in Hadiths also but in very wise sealed prophetical
style. Those Hadiths are found in Biharul Anwar
supported with Quran’s verses which cannot be
denied at all.
(Quran 22:52) Never did We send a Rasool (an Apostle (Rasool sent
with holy work) or a Prophet (Nabi, the future & religious news

giver) before thee, but, when he framed a desire, Satan threw some
(vanity) into his desire: but Allah will cancel anything (vain) that Satan
throws in, and Allah will confirm (and establish) His Signs: for Allah is full
of Knowledge and Wisdom:
3:81. And (remember) when Allah took the Covenant of the Ambia
(Prophets), saying: "Take whatever I gave you from the Book
and Hikmah, and afterwards there will come to you a Rasool (apostle)
confirming what is with you; you must, then, believe in him and help
him." Allah said: "Do you agree (to it) and will you take up My Covenant
(which I conclude with you)?" They said: "We agree." He said: "Then
bear witness; and I am with you among the witnesses (for this)."
[Quran 33:40] Muhammad is not the father of any man among you, but
he is the Rasool Allaah (Apostle of Allaah (Rasool, Sent by Allaah)
and the Seal of the Prophets (Last Religion’s & Future’s news
giver); and Allah is ever Aware of all things.

Are these differences mentioned in Quran’s verses
which are “signs (miracles)”? Did Hadiths & Quran
say that the signs will be revealed during end days
along with Mahdi? Are these signs strange &
amazing news for all the Muslims & mankind? Did
Mahdi is revealed as Rasool of Allah without
prophethood (nabuwat) which is very hard for
Muslims to understand? Is this fact of Mahdi being
Allah’s rasool after a gap of 1400 years against the
Muslim’s self developed wrong faith because they
never expected Isa son of Marium to be reborn
spiritually with another body as Mahdi with
designation of only “RasoolAllaah” the main guide
for all believers but without prophethood
(Nabuwat). What are those miracles or signs of
these below given verses being revealed now?
Ans:-Yes Quran & Hadiths differentiated between these 2 Arabic
words “Rasool & Nabi”. These are also signs of Quran as

mentioned in its verses. Yes Quran & Hadiths say that the signs
(verses of Quran, Hadiths) will e revealed during time of Mahdi. Yes
Mahdi claimed to be Allah’s Rasool without prophethood (Nabuwat)
& reincarnation of Isa son of Marium which is very hard for the
ignorant Muslims to accept. This is creating a lot of confusions in
the minds of Mulsims but Quran & Hadiths proofs are 100% in
favour of me the Mahdi certifying to be true Allah’s Rasool. And
those who deny or reject Allah’s Rasool are destined for hell due to
infidelity (kufr). Mahdi is revealed as Allah’s Rasool without
Nabuwat (prophethood) which is a very big miracle of Quran. That’s
the sign (miracle) being revealed now creating revolution.

So let’s know & educate all Muslims about this
fact.
How many verses of quan ordered to follow & obey
Mahdi?
Answer: - All the verses which have ordered to follow Allaah’s rasool
with respect are for Mahdi also. People thought that those verses are
only meant for last prophet Mohammed (s) but all those verses imply
upon Mahdi also. It means whatever verses which were understood only
for prophet Mohammed (s)’s respect are also for the Mahdi. The
difference is only that Mahdi is a rasool without prophethood (nabuwat).
So entire Quran which speak in respect of Allaah’s rasool is for Mahdi
also. And the verses which addressed only to prophet (Nabi) are not fully
meant for Mahdi as he is just a Rasool (Apostle). For example Allaah is
telling “O Prophet (Nabi)” which is direct address to Prophet Mohammed
(s) only. Allah has clearly mentioned that those who deny Allah’s Rasool
(apostle) are infidel (Kafir) & destined for hell. It means those who
disobey or deny Mahdi are actually denying Allah, his orders & all his
prophets.

This book gives you the difference between Arabic word
“Rasool (an Apostle, sent one)” & Nabi (Prophet, the holy
future news giver). Become wise!

By the wise Qur'an. Indeed you, are from among the Apostles
(Rasools), (Chapter Yaaseen Verse 1 & 2 of Quran)! (Note:- To certify
such above verses having word “rasool” one more rasool was required
& that’s the Mahdi. Otherwise Quran & Hadiths cannot be certified at all.)
Mahdi’s arrival prophecies & Allah’s strict orders to follow him are hidden
in the Arabic words “Rasool & Rabb”. Islamic Hadiths hide the words
“Rasool & Rabb” for Mahdi’s designation in wise style whereasQuran
directly mentioned Mahdi as Allaah’s apostle (Rasool) to certify all
prophets (ambia). It was an open Secret ! To certify the Quran’s verses a
Rasool was required without prophethood (Nabuwat) & that’s Mahdi the
King of entire world (Rabb). Oh ! one Quran revealed for two
Rasools of 2 Periods? It’s really a Miracle! Let’s investigate deeply !
It’s revision of entire Quran but through another Rasool the Mahdi !

Mind Blowing truth & miracle of Quran by Allah.
One of the Quran’s wisdom is hidden in these two words usage. It
contains strict orders of Allah to follow Allaah’s Mahdi. Jesus the Mahdi
is Allaah’s Rasool (sent one apostle) without Prohethood (Nabuwat, the
work of giving future news), all Quran’s verses with word Rasool also
imply upon Mahdi & Mahdi is another prophecised Rasool with same
designation as last Prophet Mohammad (a). But common Muslims
including all Islamic scholars imaginations, expectations along with their
faith contradict strongly with actual Holy book’s facts. They think that
Mahdi is not the Rasool but just a Guide which is 100% wrong. They
believe the temperorily seal hadiths “that there is no Rasool (apostle,
sent one) after Mohammed (s)” to be permanent hadiths which is against
many other Hadiths & Quran’s verses. Allah said in that “Mohammed (s)
is also sent one by Allah (RasoolAllaah) but last prophet
(qatamannabeen)”. It clearly prophecised another Rasool even after last
Prophet (Nabi) Mohammed (s) to certify his prophecies too in Quran AlImran verse 81. This secret is being revealed now & the tempory seal
Hadiths which was against Quran & many other Mahdi’s arrival Hadiths
is broken. So many Hadiths clearly say that Allah will send Mahdi & to
whom Allah sends is called as “Rasool of Allah” in Arabic language. But
confused Islamic scholars due to lack of wisdom have mixed the
meanings of two different words “Rasool” & “Nabi” to be the same.
Wheareas word “Rasool” means just an apostle of Allah who is sent into
the world for Holy purpose & the word “Nabi (prophet) means the apostle
sent by Allah with the purpose of Prophethood (giving future Holy news
(new Holy laws are optional))”. Mahdi is not the man to give any further
news (nabuwat) but to certify the news already given by all prophets
about end days signs. So he is just a sent one apostle which means
“Rasool of Allah” whose denial is 100% rejection of entire Quran. That’s
the revolution. They have an image of Allaah’s Rasool as an Arabian
man with traditional dress, aged, bearded, Arabic speaking, holding
sword in hand riding upon camel or horse, very pious & highly honoured.
They believed that prophet Mohammad (s) is the last Rasool (sent one)
& Mahdi is just a guide (Imam). They neglected that honour come to
apostle only after his recognization by believers but these Muslims
expect honour for Mahdi in advance which is wrong. Quran & many

Hadiths clearly say that Mahdi will be born among evil society into group
of Maseeh Dajjaal, mentally tortured, assumed to be mad, insulted,
attacked many times, defamed by sects of Muslims, dragged into false
cases & will pass through many hardships due to his claims. They also
assume that there are no particular orders in Quran to follow Mahdi
where as entire Quran have ordered to follow Mahdi in the form of word
“Rasool” which imply upon Mahdi also after last prophet Mohammad (s).
Quran is already revealed 1400 years back but its wisdom along with its
all verses is being revealed now through Mahdi. It seems as if Quran is
again revealed for Mahdi now because he is another rasool with same
designation of prophet Mohammed (s). Muslims have developed a faith
that there is no Rasool after Mohammed (s) & when they come to know
that Mahdi is also another rasool then it appears to them as if entire
Quran is again revealed now for Mahdi. Quran clearly ordered not to
differentiate between the designations of Rasools. And Quran, Hadiths,
Bible & other Holy books say that Allaah’s Rasool come when faithless
hypocrite people live who dishonor, deny, reject, attack, abuse, defame
& insult him in many ways. Holy books say that Mahdi the Rasool of
Allaah will be a normal man in looks, a non Arabic speaking Indian,
clean shaved, young, born in evil Indian society in the group of Maseeh
Dajjaal, dragged into many false cases, hardships, exile & mental
tortures. But ultimately he overcomes all of these problems & world
recognizes him as wisest man of Allah.
Prophecies of Islamic Hadiths about end days coming true along with
Mahdi is practical certification of Mohammed (a)’s true prophethood. And
how can Quran not have prophecies of this certification? It has in Quran
Al-Imran verse 81. And all prophets have given Mahdi’s arrival
prophecies along with scenes also. This means an Apostle of Allah was
supposed to come & that’s Mahdi. It’s not so easy for a common Muslim
to understand this truth without patience, peace & proper investigations
by a group of world’s best Islamic scholars in the presence of an Islamic
court along with true Mahdi.

What? Mahdi is Jesus of 2nd Coming the Rasool of
Allaah without prophethood (nabuwat)? Was this
secret so wisely hidden in most recited Quran in

front of our open eyes? Patience & very deep
perfect investigation is required by experts. And
till then all emotional common Muslim’s opinions
should be kept aside to avoid nuisance. Islam
teaches “Salam (Peace)” first. Don’t you think so?

My open disciplined Islamic court
challenge & announcement to entire world.

I am Mohammad Mowdood Aihmad Khan007 100% true
Christ Jesus of 2nd coming the Mahdi Messiah Mahadev
Kalki sent by Allaah (RasoolAllaah) without prophethood
(No-Nabuwat))! It’s true that Allaah inspired me the wisdom
from above world like people download the softwares on
phones! That wisdom is also a kind of software having
invisible signals like mobile phones! I am sent to mankind
for establishment of peaceful heavenly kingdom upon
earth & for that reason everybody should obey me &
Allaah. All Satanic evil kingdoms shall vanish with peace! I
am not for making wars but ending them. I am here for
making this entire world Ayodhya (without wars), the
Blissful Islamic Heavenly kingdom. All must obey me &
Allaah (YWEH, OM) !
I have proved from Quran & Hadiths that Mahdi the Jesus
of second coming is Allaah’s rasool (sent by Allaah)
without any prophethood (No-Nabuwat)! Kindly See Proofs
in this book within 5 hours !
All prophets since Noah (a) & till Mohammed (s)
prophecised that Mahdi will be cleaned shaved Avtar.

Do you see any beard in pictorial language prophecies
about Mahdi (Shiva, Vishnu, Kalki, Messiah Ben David
Lion)? These prophecies about Mahdi’s being cleaned
shaved matched with Quran & Hadiths, present day
world’s major cleaned shaved population also. Mahdi is an
Holy Actor of Allah who must give all true facial natural
expressions while performing all natural Holy scripted
scenes. And for that he must be clean shaved with open
clear face.

Allaah’s Nabi (Prophet) means one who gives news of
the future to mankind by obtaining from Allaah. Arabic
word “Nabi” is derived from the word “Naba” which means
“give news”. And Prophet (Nabi) is always sent to mankind
for giving religious future news. News is for mankind &
sending the prophet is must & its basic designation. So
every prophet (nabi) is rasool (sent) by Allaah. Giving of
new laws or changing old laws through prophet (Nabi) is
optional! But giving pefect religion related future news is
must for a Nabi (Prophet). It is not compulsory for a Rasool
or Nabi to always bring new religion. Muslims did wrong
meanings of these words out of confusions! All Muslims
say Jesus will be sent by Allah (it means “Rasool Allaah”)
but again say that he is not Rasool Allaah which means
Allaah won’t send Jesus again! Is it OK? Allaah’s Rasool
means the one who is sent with Allaah’s holy work. It can
be any work like rectification of existing corrupted religion
or prophethood. It is derived from Arabic word “Arsala (to
send)”. Every sent one by Allaah may or may not be
prophet(nabi). So it is not must for every rasool to be a

nabi (prophet) also. But every prophet (Nabi) is always
sent by Allaah so he is always a rasool. Allaah may
address to such persons as “O rasool” or “O Nabi”. One
must check the perfect designation of Rasool’s work. And
Mahdi is just sent one of Allaah for his holy works other
than prophethood (nabuwat). Allaah have ended
prophethood (nabuwat) upon Prophet Mohammed (s) but
not the sending of last only one Rasool Jesus of second
coming the Mahdi. Only one more rasool was supposed to
come as mentioned in Quran & Hadiths for certification of
all holy books. So it’s now fulfilled by my arrival with 100%
holy proofs. It’s Impossible to deny all my proofs! Only
hypocrites & worst unbelievers reject me!

Don’t raise objections on my clean shaved face. I am
called as Young Lion of Allaah (Asad) & Lion’s face are always
full visible from front & head’s hair till shoulders. But the big
head hairs of Lion appear to be like beard on face from far
place which is misunderstood as Beard. I am sent into the 99%
cleaned shaved people of India, China, Japan & rest of the
world. And prophecies also are there for my clean shaved looks
in Quran & Hadiths. It is also mentioned in Hadiths & Quran
that I Messiah Mahdi will be using internet, skype, youtube &
mobile phones also for preaching. I am born in present world &
hence will be modern like one of you but with complete true
Islam. Religion Islam is not just in beard, Arabic speaking,
Covering full body with clothes & living in Makkah but its rather
in good humble deeds with true worships of Allaah. See clean
shaved Kalki, Shiva, Vishnu, Gesar fotoes etc. Then how can I
go against Quran & hadiths. I don’t object for your beards but
for me it is special by Allaah. Allaah said in Quran that he
sends his rasool in the language which people understand. And
clean shaved with modern clothes is the gentleman’s body

language in world now. The clothes a little below knees &
stomach are pure Islamic dress for a man but my Shirts & pants
are more than that Masha-allaah. The actual Islam lies in the
orders of Allaah for deeds & ways of worship as per Quran &
Hadiths. Mohammed (s) said that Mahdi’s look will not be like
Prophet Mohammed (s) in Hadiths Abu Daood. People were
expecting me as an old man with full white beard on a white
horse with sword in hand on the so busy roads. They were
wrong as per holy books signs. When I kept beard Allaah
ordered its removal for public’s clear vision! Modern people
confuse in faces with beards.
Which Hadiths say that Mahdi is Allah’s Rasool?
Which Quran’s verses say that Mahdi is Allah’s
Rasool? Just I gave few proofs.
Allaah said “Mahdi is Allaah’s rasool” in Quran. See how &
where?
Quran said Prophet Mohammed (s) is Allaah’s top most
Mahdi. First ever directions receiver from Allaah is Allaah’s
rasool himself. So he is the top most directed one by Allaah.
Word “Guide” is not proper for Arabic word “Hidayat” because
strictness is missing in word “guide” where words “directions or
director” is showing a kind of authority in itself. Rasool with
Allaah’s directions is Mahdi. And just Allaah is directing means,
“Allaah is Haadi” in Arabic language. Here the word “Rasool
with directions of He (Allaah)” has come which means “Mahdi”
because two meanings have joined together. One is director
(Haadi as he directed) & another is the apostle who received
directions. When Allaah the director, directed his rasool with
truth then that rasool becomes Allaah’s Mahdi because he is
directed by him. These verses implies upon Prophet
Mohammed (s) & Isa ibne Maryan the Mahdi also. Its very
much sure that the exhibition of true religion did not happen

during the life period of Prophet Mohammed (s) & as per
Hadiths it was supposed to happen only during the period of
Mahdi. Quran said “none among people of the book will remain
without certifying Isa son of Maryam” & Hadiths say that Islam
will prevail during Mahdi. And Isa himself is the Mahdi.
9:33 Sahih International: It is He who has sent His Rasool
(apostle) with directions (Mahdi) and the religion of truth to
manifest it (exhibit universally) over all religions, although
polytheists dislike it.
48:28 Sahih International: It is He who sent His Rasool with
directions (Mahdi) and the religion of truth to manifest (exhibit
universally) it over all religion. And sufficient is Allah as
Witness.
So Mohammed (s) is the Mahdi of Allaah who gave news of
another Mahdi of end days in Hadiths for all holy books
followers. It means Prophet Mohammed (s) gave news of
another rasool after him. But instead of word “rasool (apostle)
he said “Mahdi, Khalifathullaah”. Adam (a) is the first chosen
man of Allaah sent into the world with orders of Allaah. So he is
also “Rasoolallaah (sent by Allaah with a mission)” into a new
world for his own children who were not yet born but had to
preach Allaah’s truth to his children later. But was he given the
news of future events by Allaah (nabuwat, prophethood) for his
children? If yes then he was a prophet (nabi) too. Wheather
Quran & hadiths have clearly disclosed his designations as
rasool & Nabi or not but it’s understood that he was atleast the
rasool of Allaah (sent by Allaah) because he had come upon
earth with Allaah’s mission.
[62:3] He it is Who has raised among the
Unlettered people a Rasool from among themselves
who recites unto them His Signs, and purifies them,

and teaches them the Book and wisdom, although they
had been, before, in manifest misguidance;
[62:4] And among others from among them (it means
based on hadiths “one more rasool from among
Maseeh Dajjaal group”) who have not yet joined
them. He (Mahdi) is the Mighty, the Wise.
[62:5] That is Allah’s grace; He bestows it on whom
He pleases; and Allah is the Master of immense grace.
Supporting Buqari Hadiths for this verse giving news of
one more rasool in sealed prophecy: - A companion of
The Holy Prophet sa relates: One day we were sitting
with The Holy Prophet sa when this chapter was
revealed. I enquired from Muhammad sa. Who are the
people to whom the words and among others of them
who have not yet joined them refer? Salman ra, a
Persian was sitting among us. The Holy Prophet sa put
his hand on Salman ra and said.If faith were to go up to
the Pleiades (Surayya), a man or more (Mahdi with
others & Quran say “one more rasool among others”)
from among these would surely find it. (Bukhari).
(My note:-A Mahdi’s supporting group is also
mentioned just like it’s mentioned in Bible Revelation
chapter 20 too that “Jesus shall come with many
others who were martyrs”. It means he will bring
back the faith from Surayya pointing metaphorically
to mother of Mahdi because Mahdi comes with faith
from mother & it means mother’s name of Mahdi
should be Surayya. It matches with Revelation Bible
12 “the woman with 12 stars giving birth to Jesus
second the Mahdi” which means a woman having 12

stars on head pointing to name as “phleades” which
means “Surayya”. So Hadiths of “Surayya” matches
with Jesus’s mother name mentioned metaphorically
in Bible Revelation chapter 12. And Hadiths say that
Jesus of 2nd coming himself is the Mahdi.).

Quran & Hadiths said that Mahdi is Allaah’s rasool?
See how & where?
3:81. And (remember) when Allah took the Covenant of the
Prophets (Ambia), saying: "Take whatever I gave you from the
Book and Hikmah, and afterwards there will come to you a
Rasool (apostle) confirming what is with you; you must, then,
believe in him and help him." Allah said: "Do you agree (to it)
and will you take up My Covenant (which I conclude with you)?"
They said: "We agree." He said: "Then bear witness; and I am
with you among the witnesses (for this)."
33:7. And (remember) when We took from the Prophets
(Ambia) their covenant, and from you (O Muhammad(s)),
and from Noah, Ibrahim, Musa, and 'Iesa, son of Maryam (a).
We took from them a strong covenant.
33:8. That He may ask the truthfuls about their truth. And He
has prepared for the disbelievers a painful torment (Hell-fire).

Hadiths say that Mahdi is Allah’s Rasool (sent one)
in wise hidden or sealed prophetical style which
common Muslims couldn’t understand. Here this
verse given below is a dialogue of Moses (a) with
Pharaoh who was holding Bani Israel under his
bondage. And Mahdi was supposed to be against
the Maseeh Dajjaal who will also be holding Bani
Israel under bondage based upon false Messiah’s
faith. Here there are 3 main indications about Mahdi

that he will say “he is Allah’s Rasool to the Maseeh
Dajjaal”. Secondly Mahdi will also have a pending
case of Maseeh Dajjaal upon him,
8- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Taliqani from Ibne Hamam
from Ja’far bin Malik from Hasan bin Muhammad Samaa from
Ahmad bin Harith from Mufaddal bin Umar from Imam Ja’far
Sadiq (a.s.) from his father, Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that
he said: “When Qaim (a.s.) rises up, he would say
“So I fled from you when I feared you, then my Lord
granted me wisdom and made me of the Rasools
(apostles) (Surah Shoara 26:21)

Read it again with my explainations in brackets!
8- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Taliqani from Ibne Hamam
from Ja’far bin Malik from Hasan bin Muhammad Samaa from
Ahmad bin Harith from Mufaddal bin Umar from Imam Ja’far
Sadiq (a.s.) from his father, Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that
he said: “When Qaim (a.s.) rises up, he would say ( My
note:-Mahdi will say that I am Rasool of Allah to the new
Pharoah, the Maseeh Dajjaal. And as Mahdi would have
attacked upon the Maseeh Dajjaal severely though his swords
(the thousand words with many thousand keys of words, a case
will be pending against him. And due to its fear of arrest he will
run away from it & will be back again when the staff of Moses &
ring of Solomon comes in his hand as a proof. It means when
the mysterious Daabbatul Ard, the Peacock having a white stick
along with Solomon ring like structure on it will speak in his
favour after the death of King Abdullah, king Fahad, 3 years
after his anouncement of being Mahdi):
“So I fled from you when I feared you (because of the
pending case of murder of one of the Pharoah’s person),
then my Lord granted me wisdom (and after a long time
appointed Mahdi will become wise) and made me of the
Rasools (apostles) (And Allah made him the rasool for
Bani Israel & Pharoah for release of the Bani Israel from
the slavery of Pharoah. The latest splendid pharaoh is
Maseeh Dajjaal).” (Surah Shoara 26:21)

Other Hadiths in wise style say that Mahdi is
Allaah’s rasool who will be mocked by people.
In the Hadiths given below why Ali (rz) giving example of
Rasool to Mahdi & comparing Mahdi with Rasool’s
designation? Is it not because Mahdi is Allaah’s rasool?
But the guide (Mahdi) will know the people. But the people will
not know him. Just like the Prophet Joseph (Yusuf (a)). The
prophet Joseph (s) recognized the people, although they
denied him. Afterwards, Hazrat Ali (rz) read the verse: "Alas for
my servants! NO Rasool (Apostle) comes to them (?)
without their mocking him." Quran Yasin 36:30 (Sheikh
Muhammad ibn Ibrahim Numani, al-Ghaybah al-Numani, p.
162)
(My note:- Here its proof that Mahdi being Bani Israeli will first
recognize Maseeh Dajjaal’s followers the Ahmadies of
Ahmadiyya Jamat as Bani Israel but they will deny him initially).
Note:- Shia Muslims also didn’t know this secret Plan of Allaah
where Mahdi is mentioned as “RasoolAllaah”. Mahdi is
reciting the verse 26:21 where word “Rasools” are
mentioned which means Mahdi will claim to be Allaah’s
Apostle (Rasool).

Muslim’s Challenge against my claims & in return
My Islamic Court challenges to disprove my claims
if they ever can? They will feel that Quran has
become new again for them with Mahdi. It appears
as Mahdi has come along with new Quran which
have ordered to follow Mahdi as new Allaah’s
Rasool (Allaah’s sent one). And Allah has clearly
ordered not to distinguish between any of the
rasools which make Mahdi also in equal designation
of Prophet Mohammed (s). Quran’s wisdom is being
revealed with Mahdi’s appearance. Uptill now

mankind believed that Quran ordered to follow only
last prophet Mohammed (a) who was Allaah’s rasool
but now they come to know that Allah also ordered
strictly to follow another Rasool the Mahdi. Why
they couldn’t see this secret uptill now? Besause
they were not Allaah’s Rasool.
Allaah knew all these challenges of Muslims & NonMuslims to each other in advance even before universe
creations! Based on mankind’s capacity only the
prophecies were sealed for my arrival! The world failed &
there challenges were already accepted by Allaah even
before world’s creation! Allah knew all in advance even b4
we were created! Really Quran is challenge for unbelivers!

Many were challenging many others to show Allaah’s
orders to obey & pledge alliance to Mahdi in Quran! They
don’t know Mahdi is Rasool. Now see Allaah’s orders for
Mahdi’s designation as Rasool (without prophethood)! Can
U deny?

Islamic court or foolish Jews street court?
Is Islam so weak & don’t have proper Peaceful disciplined
Islamic Court? Or do Muslims also have street courts like
foolish hypocrite Jews for recognization of Isa son of
Marium’s second coming as Mahdi? Is Islam so Poor?

Let the entire world’s Intelligent Muslim Scholars
investigate into this matter of “Nabi” & “Rasool”,

“Rab” & “Rabul aalameen” in Quran with peace,
discipline & patience. It’s Must now! Time is up!
Start with peace now! It’s a very serious dynamic
case which cannot be decided by the ill mannered
street moblinchers, imperfect, emotional,
unauthorized common people on roads or streets.
Such judgement had already happened 2000 years
ago for my first coming as Isa son of Maryam by the
foolish hypocrite ignorant moblinchers of Israel &
must not repeat. Without peaceful Islamic court in
Mahdi claimant’s presence the true judgement
cannot come out. At least 10 days are required for
this fast track Islamic court with complete security.

Because all Muslims must accept me as Jesus of 2nd
coming the Mahdi as their universal King with Rasool’s
respect in status due to Allaah’s strict orders! Because I
am also sent by Allaah (rasool Allaah) like Prophet
Mohammed (s) was sent to mankind! But I am true follower
of last Prophet Mohammed(s). If they reject me then they
shall become Hypocrites for denying Allaah’s end days
signs & enter 7th level hell despite of being pious Muslims
too! I am a savior, peace prince & not your enemy. So why
you want hell by rejecting me!

I invite all true believing World’s Muslim scholars for
investigations ! Don’t be your own enemy by
rejecting me in ignorance! I am true! I am key to all
wealth & heavens. I am prince of peace & humanity!

Mankind was so much confused because Allaah used the
words “Rasool” (sent one, the apostle) & “Nabi” (Prophet,
the future news giver) collectively in a very wise style. In
this usage Allaah maintained the designation of Mahdi as

“Rasool” without prophethood work (No-Nabuwat). And
entire Quran is the strict orders of Allaah to follow, obey &
respect Mahdi in the form of Rasool.

Behold! I Lion Messiah Mahdi Bond007 Arrived 2
open all seals!!!!!!

I the Saviour from Allaah have proved truth of Holy
Books! I Challenge You All! Islamic Court Challenge!
All Hindus rejoice for Sri Ram, Sri Krishna’s, Buddha’s rearrival as Kalki Mahadev! All Christians, Jews rejoice for
my re-arrival as Lion Messiah! All Muslims rejoice for my
arrival to unite all into truth as Mahdi with peace, love,
kindness & preachings! All others rejoice for the presence
of one true creator of universe who sent me to U !

Quran is really full of wisdom & I Mahdi is most wise
man of Allaah Maa- sha-allaah! Alhamdu lillaahi rabil
aalameen! Praise B 2 Allaah!
Quran (36:2) By the Qur'an, full of Wisdom ,-

How the train changes the track in speed & passengers
don’t feel? That’s how Allaah have used the words
“Rasool” & “Nabi” in Quran while speaking which
confused all! That’s wisdom of Allaah! Allaah delivered
Quran for 2 Rasools!

Allaah has used the words “Rasool (Apostle)” & “Nabi
(Prophet)” in Quran’s verses just like these train’s
changing tracks! From far they all look alike but not they
are not so! Track Walkers illegally may be trapped in
between! So it was not allowed for mankind to know this
secret before time. But if some one even knew it also then
it was waste for them. Because they were unauthorized
without being true Rasool Allaah Mahdi Messiah Mahadev
Kalki. Quran is wise!

Know the actual meanings of words “Rasool” &
“Nabi” from Quran.

See the Quran’s verses where Allaah used the words “Rasool” &
“Nabi” in wise style, see how the words are changing track wisely?
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ٌ صد
ِق ِل َما َم َع ُك ْم
َوإِ ْذ أ َ َخذَ ه
ُ ب َو ِح ْك َم ٍة ث ُ هم َجا َء ُك ْم َر
ٍ اَّللُ ِميثَاقَ النهبِ ِيينَ لَ َما آت َ ْيت ُ ُك ْم ِم ْن ِكتَا
َ سو ٌل ُم
ص ِري ۖ قَالُوا أ َ ْق َر ْرنَا ۚ قَا َل فَا ْش َهد ُوا َوأَنَا
ْ علَ ٰى ٰذَ ِل ُك ْم ِإ
ُ لَتُؤْ ِمنُ هن ِب ِه َولَتَ ْن
َ ص ُرنههُ ۚ قَا َل أَأ َ ْق َر ْرت ُ ْم َوأ َ َخ ْذت ُ ْم
َم َع ُك ْم ِمنَ ال ه
}81{ َشا ِهدِين
[Quran 3:81] When Allah made (His) covenant with the
prophets (Religion’s & Future’s news givers), (He said):
Behold that which I have given you of the Scripture and
knowledge. And afterward there will come unto you An Apostle
(Rasool, Sent by Allaah), confirming (certifying practically)
that which ye possess. Ye shall believe in him and ye shall help
him. He said: Do ye agree, and will ye take up My burden
(which I lay upon you) in this (matter)? They answered: We
agree. He said: Then bear ye witness. I will be a witness with
you.
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َ ُوت النه ِبي ِ ِإ هَل أ َ ْن يُؤْ ذَنَ لَ ُك ْم ِإلَ ٰى
َاظ ِرينَ ِإنَاهُ َو ٰلَ ِك ْن
َ يَا أَيُّ َها الهذِينَ آ َمنُوا ََل ت َ ْد ُخلُوا بُي
ِ ط َع ٍام َغي َْر ن
ٰ
َ إِذَا د ُ ِعيت ُ ْم فَا ْد ُخلُوا فَإِذَا
ٍ ط ِع ْمت ُ ْم فَا ْنت َ ِش ُروا َو ََل ُم ْستَأ ْ ِنسِينَ ِل َحدِي
ي
ث ۚ إِ هن ذَ ِل ُك ْم َكانَ يُؤْ ذِي النهبِ ه
اء
فَ َي ْست َ ْح ِيي ِم ْن ُك ْم ۖ َو ه
ِ عا فَاسْأَلُوهُ هن ِم ْن َو َر
ً سأ َ ْلت ُ ُمو ُه هن َمتَا
َ ق ۚ َو ِإذَا
ِ اَّللُ ََل َي ْست َ ْح ِيي ِمنَ ْال َح
ْ َب ۚ ٰذَ ِل ُك ْم أ
ِ سو َل ه
اَّلل َو ََل أ َ ْن ت َ ْن ِك ُحوا
ُ ط َه ُر ِلقُلُو ِب ُك ْم َوقُلُوبِ ِه هن ۚ َو َما َكانَ لَ ُك ْم أ َ ْن تُؤْ ذُوا َر
ٍ ِح َجا
ٰ
ِ أ َ ْز َوا َجهُ ِم ْن َب ْع ِد ِه أ َ َبدًا ۚ ِإ هن ذَ ِل ُك ْم َكانَ ِع ْندَ ه
}53{ اَّلل َع ِظي ًما
[Quran 33:53] O Ye who believe! Enter not the dwellings of the
Prophet (Religion’s & Future’s News Giver) for a meal
without waiting for the proper time, unless permission be
granted you. But if ye are invited, enter, and, when your meal is
ended, then disperse. Linger not for conversation. Lo! that
would cause annoyance to the Prophet, and he would be shy of
(asking) you (to go); but Allah is not shy of the truth. And when
ye ask of them (the wives of the Prophet) anything, ask it of
them from behind a curtain. That is purer for your hearts and for
their hearts. And it is not for you to cause annoyance to the

Apostle of Allaah (Rasool, Sent by Allaah), nor that ye
should ever marry his wives after him. Lo! that in Allah's sight
would be an enormity
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ِ سو َل ه
َ اَّللُ ِب ُك ِل
ٍش ْيء
اَّلل َوخَاتَ َم النه ِب ِيينَ ۗ َو َكانَ ه
ُ َما َكانَ ُم َح همد ٌ أ َ َبا أ َ َح ٍد ِم ْن ِر َجا ِل ُك ْم َو ٰلَ ِك ْن َر
}33:40{ ع ِلي ًما
َ
[Quran 33:40] Muhammad is not the father of any man among
you, but he is the Apostle of Allaah (Rasool, Sent by Allaah)
and the Seal of the Prophets (Last Religion’s & Future’s
news giver); and Allah is ever Aware of all things.
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اْل ْن ِجي ِل يَأ ْ ُم ُر ُه ْم
ُ الر
الهذِينَ يَتهبِعُونَ ه
ِ ْ ي الهذِي َي ِجد ُونَهُ َم ْكتُوبًا ِع ْندَ ُه ْم فِي الت ه ْو َراةِ َو
ي ْاْل ُ ِم ه
سو َل النهبِ ه
ع ِن ْال ُم ْن َك ِر َوي ُِح ُّل لَ ُه ُم ه
َ ِعلَ ْي ِه ُم ْال َخ َبائ
ع ْن ُه ْم
ِ الط ِي َبا
ِ ِب ْال َم ْع ُر
َ ث َو َي
َ ض ُع
َ ت َويُ َح ِر ُم
َ وف َو َي ْن َها ُه ْم
ْ ص َر ُه ْم َو ْاْل َ ْغ ََل َل اله ِتي َكان
ور الهذِي
ْ ِإ
َ َت
َ ُّص ُروهُ َوات ه َبعُوا الن
َ َعلَ ْي ِه ْم ۚ فَالهذِينَ آ َمنُوا بِ ِه َو َع هز ُروهُ َون
ٰ
ُ
}157{ َأ ُ ْن ِز َل َم َعهُ ۙ أولَ ِئ َك ُه ُم ْال ُم ْف ِل ُحون
[Pickthal 7:157] Those who follow the Apostle (Rasool, Sent
by Allaah), the Prophet (Nabi, the future & religious news
giver) who can neither read nor write, whom they will find
described in the Torah and the Gospel (which are) with them.
He will enjoin on them that which is right and forbid them that
which is wrong. He will make lawful for them all good things
and prohibit for them only the foul; and he will relieve them of
their burden and the fetters that they used to wear. Then those
who believe in him, and honour him, and help him, and follow
the light which is sent down with him: they are the successful.
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ِ سو ُل ه
ض ۖ ََل ِإ ٰلَهَ ِإ هَل ُه َو
ِ س َم َاوا
اَّلل ِإلَ ْي ُك ْم َج ِميعًا الهذِي لَهُ ُم ْلكُ ال ه
ُ اس ِإنِي َر
ِ ت َو ْاْل َ ْر
ُ قُ ْل يَا أَيُّ َها النه
ِ سو ِل ِه النه ِبي ِ ْاْل ُ ِمي ِ الهذِي يُؤْ ِم ُن بِ ه
ِ آمنُوا بِ ه
اَّلل َو َك ِل َماتِ ِه َواتهبِعُوهُ لَعَله ُك ْم
ِ َي ُْحيِي َوي ُِميتُ ۖ ف
ُ اَّلل َو َر
}158{ َت َ ْهتَد ُون

[Yusufali 7:158] Say (Rasool) "O men! I am sent unto you all,
as the Apostle of Allaah (Rasool, Sent by Allaah), to Whom
belongeth the dominion of the heavens and the earth: there is
no god but He: it is He That giveth both life and death. So
believe in Allah and His Apostle (sent by Allaah), the
Unlettered Prophet (Nabi, the future & religious news
giver), who believeth in Allah and His words: follow him that
(so) ye may be guided."
My note: - For certification of this verse a Rasool is
required to whom this verse is addressing. And that word
“Rasool” implies upn Mohammed (s) & Mahdi also. See
how Allaah wisely addressed to Mahdi & Prophet Mohammed
(s) the two rasools through one single verse. Must see both
verse 157 & 158.
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ار ِج ْع ِإلَ ٰى َربِ َك فَاسْأ َ ْلهُ َما بَا ُل النِس َْوةِ ه
الَلتِي
ُ الر
ْ سو ُل قَا َل
َوقَا َل ْال َم ِلكُ ائْتُونِي بِ ِه ۖ فَلَ هما َجا َءهُ ه
قَ ه
}50{ ع ِلي ٌم
َ ط ْعنَ أ َ ْي ِديَ ُه هن ۚ إِ هن َربِي ِب َك ْي ِد ِه هن
[Yusufali 12:50] So the king said: "Bring ye him unto me." But
when the apostle (Rasool, sent by King) came to him,
(Joseph) said: "Go thou back to thy lord (Rab), and ask him,
'What is the state of mind of the ladies who cut their hands'?
For my Lord is certainly well aware of their snare."
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َ ص
}75{ ير
ه
ُ ط ِفي ِمنَ ْال َم ََل ِئ َك ِة ُر
ْ اَّللُ َي
ٌ ص
ِ س ًَل َو ِمنَ النه
ِ س ِمي ٌع َب
َ اَّلل
َ اس ۚ ِإ هن ه
[Yusufali 22:75] Allah chooses apostles (Rasools, Sent by
Allaah with holy works) from angels and from men for Allah is
He Who hears and sees (all things).
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َ ش ْي
سو ٍل َو ََل نَ ِبي ٍ ِإ هَل ِإذَا ت َ َمنه ٰى أ َ ْلقَى ال ه
ُ ط
اَّللُ َما
س ُخ ه
ُ س ْلنَا ِم ْن قَ ْب ِل َك ِم ْن َر
َ ان ِفي أ ُ ْم ِنيه ِت ِه فَ َي ْن
َ َو َما أ َ ْر
َ ش ْي
ي ُْل ِقي ال ه
ُ ط
}52{ ع ِلي ٌم َح ِكي ٌم
اَّللُ آيَاتِ ِه ۗ َو ه
ان ث ُ هم ي ُْح ِك ُم ه
َ ُاَّلل

[Yusufali 22:52] Never did We send an Apostle (Rasool sent
with holy work) or a Prophet (Nabi, the future & religious
news giver) before thee, but, when he framed a desire, Satan
threw some (vanity) into his desire: but Allah will cancel
anything (vain) that Satan throws in, and Allah will confirm (and
establish) His Signs: for Allah is full of Knowledge and Wisdom:
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Didn’t you see the verses of Quran wrapped with
wisdom? It so secretly maintained the designation
of Mahdi as Allaah’s rasool! This wisdom is a plan!

People got confused in between the tracks of Quran’s
verses to understand the Arabic meaning of “Rasool &
Nabi”. Allaah has balanced the Quran’s verses for 2
Rasools. One is the rasool Allaah (sent by Allaah) as last
prophet Mohammed (s) & another is also sent by Allaah
(Rasool Allaah) the Jesus of 2nd coming the Mahdi but
without prophethood (nabuwat).

Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his Vice-regents
the Khalifas like Pharoahs & other Muslims scholars too
were trapped between these tracks of Quran’s verses. And
MGAQ claimbed to be Prophet (Nabi) & was declared
infidel (Kaafir) by all Muslims! MGAQ fooled Ahmadies!
Now I opened facts as Allaah made me wise enough &
gave all true signs 4 me! Thanx to Allaah!!

Mahdi Rasool was must before 7 major end days
Punishments as per Quran!
Allah himself clearly has mentioned in Quran that Mahdi is Allah’s
Rasool who was supposed to appear just before 7 major
punishments of world’s end. Now the question is “Who is the
rasool just before the 7 major punishments of world’s end & what
Quran & hadiths say about him?”. Quran say that a rasool is sent
for certification of all prophets including the last prophet
Mohammed (s). And hadiths say that Jesus son of Maryam himself
is Mahdi who is mentioned in 10 major signs of world’s end as final
last savior. Other hadiths also certify him to be Allah’s rasool but
without the prophethood (nabuwat, news giving duty).
Quran 28:59:- And your Lord never destroy the towns until he has
raised in the mother town thereof a Rasool (sent one, an apostle),

reciting unto them our signs (aayaats), nor would we destroy the towns
unless the people thereof are wrongdoers.
Quran 17:15:- He who follows the right wayfollows it only for the good of
his own soul; and he who goes astray, goes only to his own loss. And no
bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another. We never punish until
we have sent an apostle (Rasool).
After reading the above verses now tell me who is the rasool sent
to warn just before 7 major punishments of world’s end like 3
Tsunamies, Smoke, Fire, Yajooj Majooj & Sunrise from west? The
seven major punishment series have the Isa son of Maryam the
Mahdi as main warner here in this list of 10 major world end signs.
It’s not prophet Mohammed (s) who was sent 1350 years back but
it’s the Mahdi of end days. Quran & hadiths perfectly coincide with
this fact. Now no true Muslim can ever dare to deny Mahdi as
Allah’s rasool except the hypocriyes.
The end days major 7 punishments are there & Allah said without
sending a rasool Allah won’t punishes the world. And Allah had already
sent Mohammed (s) as last prophet but again Mohammed (s) also gave
glad tidings of Isa son of Maryam’s arrival among Muslims as Mahdi.
And his prophecies are practically proved as true (certification) when he
arrives along with all signs. That is called the certification of Mohammed
(s)’s prophethood mentioned in Alimran:81 & Ahzab:7,8. His arrival is the
proof of Mohjammed (s)’s true prophethood (nabuwat). And all verses of
Quran are revised only through another rasool but without prophethood
(nabuwat). So Quran & Hadiths both say that during end of the world just
before the 7 major punishments the Allah’s apostle (rasool) Jesus the
Mahdi shall arrive as warner, good news giver, savior of good, destroyer
of evils & prince of peace. Bible, Veda, Puranas & other holy books also
say the same. Now Quran itself has declacred that before coming of 7
major punishments to mankind one rasool’s arrival is must. And hadiths
gives the list of 7 major punishments along with Jesus son of Marium’s
arrival as Mahdi. It means he is rasool of Allah & revisor of entire Quran
with designation of being “Allah’s rasool”. I question you all to disprove
that the 7 major punishments of end days are not mentioned in hadiths
in the 10 major signs of world’s end? Can you deny those 7 punishments
of Allah where arrival of Jesus the Mahdi is also mentioned along with

those signs? So how dare Muslims say that Jesus the Mahdi is not the
rasool of Allah without any kind of Nabuwat (prophethood)? Remember it
is already proved that Jesus son of Maryam in his second coming
himself is the Mahdi & he is sent by Allah specially so he is Allah’s
rasool. And unbeliever, denier & rejector of Allah’s rasool is the nonMuslim destined for hell. If a Muslim after accepting Islam as true religion
denies Mahdi then he becomes 7 times worst than a non-Muslim &
destined for deepest 7th level of hell because of breaking the covenant
from Allah.
Note: -Mahdi is sent by Allah (rasoolallah) without nabuwat
(prophethood). Isa son of Maryam himself is reborn as Mahdi. He is the
main appointed apostle of Allah before world’s 7 main major
punishments of world’s end.

Meaning of prophecies or prophets certification: - What ever
important scenes of many prophets (ambia) & their prophecies of future
(nabuwat) should happen practically on one last savior of the world sent
by Allaah. That is called certification of all prophets. Just saying orally
that these holy books are true & certified won’t be enough. So a diamond
is required for a diamond, iron for iron & a rasool (apostle) for Rasool is
must. Allaah, Quran & Hadiths cannot be injustice. Allaah have closed
the prophethood (nabuwat) which means “no future news giving matters
for entire mankind” & completed the religion Islam through last Prophet
Mohammed (s). And at the same time Quran gave clear news of one
more rasool after Mohammed (s) in wise style & Prophet Mohammed (s)
also gave the news of Jesus second coming as Mahdi. This doesn’t
mean that many rasools (apostles) of Allaah will be coming but it means
only one rasool the Mahdi & no other. This doesn’t mean that the
sending of rasools among mankind is still continuing other than the
Mahdi.

World’s great mistake:-The world has done a great mistake in
translation of Quran referring all verses to Prophet Mohammed (s) only &
neglected the second coming of Jesus the rasool as Mahdi. They knew
very well that no Quran is going to come again & no new orders from
Allaah then how can it be possible that this Quran is not addressing to
Rasool Mahdi & ordering mankind to follow him? This great mistake is

due to lack of sealed prophecies & wisdom. It was the fate of mankind &
now the truth is revealed which is creating a havoc in the minds of
Muslims especially when they are hearing that Mahdi is Allaah’s another
rasool equivalent in status with prophet Mohammed (s) as per Quran.
They are unable to bear this emotional situation being ignorant. Now
mankind should give up all ignorance otherwise due to Mahdi’s rejection
as Allaah’s rasool or his insult they shall enter 7th level of hell for ever.

Allaah never said that Mohammed (s) is last Rasool
among mankind but instead said that there will be
one more rasool (Jesus son of Maryam as Mahdi)
among the mankind at last in other verses &
Hadiths. In this below given verse Allah just said
that Mohammed (s) is the last Prophet (Nabi) but not
the last Rasool (sent one). There was another rasool
Jesus son of Maryam was to be sent among
Muslims. Then how can Allah say Prophet
Mohammed (s) is the last rasool (sent one) also
when so many true hadiths are there about Jesus
son of Maryam’s arrival as Mahdi?
33: 40:- Muhammad (s) is not the father of any man among
you, but he is the Rasool of Allaah (sent by Allaah) and the
last of the Prophets (qatamannabeen). And Allah is Ever AllAware of everything.

See Prophet Mohammed (s) equaling himself with
the Jesus son of Maryam the Mahdi. It means both
are of same designation as rasools. But Mahdi is not
for Nabuwat (prophethood).
1. Abdullah Bin Umar (RA) reported that Rasoolullah (SAW) said:
"How can perish the Ummah (nation) of which, I am at the

beginning and Jesus, son of Mary, is at the end?" (narrated in
Hakim and Nasai)
2. The Holy Prophet of Islam Rasulullah Muhammad (sa) himself declared
that there will be no Mahdi except Hazrat Isa (as). He said: ال مھدی اال
عیسی ۔۔۔۔ ابن ماجه کتاب الفتن
ٰ
“There will be no Mahdi except Isa” (Ibn Maja – kitab-ul-fitan)
3. The Holy Prophet of Islam (sa) himself declared that Hazrat Isa (as) is
the Imam Mahdi of this Ummah. He said: یلقی عیسی ابن
ٰ یوشک من عاش منکم ان
مسند امام احمد بن حنبل مریم اماما مھدیا و حکما عدال ۔۔۔
“Whosoever lives from among you shall meet Isa, son of Mary who is
Imam, Mahdi, Arbiter and Judge.” (Musnad Ahmad bin Hanbal, Vol. 2,
p. 411)
4. Then we have further ahadith in which the Holy Prophet (sa) has
mentioned his own coming and the coming of the Messiah as the two
biggest events of this Ummah. No mention has been made of a separate
Imam Mahdi which proves that the Messiah and Imam Mahdi refer to
one person. For example:
کیف تھلك امة انا اولھا و عیسی بن مریم آخرھا
“That Ummah can never die which has me at one end, and the
Messiah, son of Mary, at the other.” (Ibn Maja)
5. Also we find in Islam that Muslims can only have one leader at one time.
For example, we find the following hadith: The Prophet (saw) said:
“When the oath of allegiance has been taken for two Caliphs, kill the
latter of them.” [Muslim]

6. “What will be your condition when the son of Mary will descend
among you and he will be your Imam from among yourselves?”
(Buqari)
The Rasool believes in what has been sent down to him from his Lord,
and (so do) the believers. Each one believes in Allah, His Angels, His
Books, and His Rasools. They say, "We make no distinction between

one another of His Rasools" - and they say, "We hear, and we obey.
(We seek) Your Forgiveness, our Lord, and to You is the return (of all)."
(Quran 2:285).
150. Verily, those who disbelieve in Allah and His Messengers and wish
to make distinction between Allah and His Rasools saying, "We believe
in some but reject others," and wish to adopt a way in between.
151. They are in truth disbelievers. And We have prepared for the
disbelievers a humiliating torment.
152. And those who believe in Allah and His Rasools (apostles) and
make no distinction between any of them (Rasools), We shall give them
their rewards, and Allah is Ever Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

Our Prophet(s) stated that he will complain about
those who deny the statements on Mahdi (a) in the
presence of Allaah. Because Mahdi is equal to
Allah’s prophet Mohammed (s) in designation but
only as a Rasool without prophethood (Nabuwat).
The Messenger of Allaah (s) said: Qaim [Hazrat Mahdi (pbuh)] is from
my progeny. His name is my name, his patronymic my patronymic, his
appearance my appearance, and his conduct my conduct. He will
lead the people on my path and my law, and will call them to the Book of
Allah, the Exalted. Whoever obeys him, obeys me and whoever
disobeys him, disobeys me. Whoever rejects him during his
occultation has rejected me; and whoever belies him, belies me.
Whoever affirms his truth, affirms my truth. I complain to Allah from
my beliers in his affair and rejecters of my word with regard to him and
the ones who will lead my Ummah astray from his path. And soon the
oppressors will know to what final place of turning they shall turn back.”
Our Prophet (saas) said: "Whoever of my progeny rejects Mahdi, he
rejects me." (Bihar al-Anwar, Vol. 51, p. 73)
Quran clearly say that whoever deny Allah’s rasool is destined for hell.
Mahdi is also rasool & whoever denies him then he is denying all
Rasools in fact. Quran gives this equal status only to rasools. And here
in the above hadiths Mohammed (s) giving Mahdi his own equal status

which proves that Mahdi is also Allaah’s rasool but without prophethood
(nabuwat).
This above Hadiths matches with Quran that “rasool will say that ummat
has left quran.
[25:31] And the Rasool (apostle) will say, ‘O my Lord, my people indeed
treated this Qur’an as a discarded thing.’
And those who disbelieve say: “Listen not to this Qur’an, and make noise
in the midst of it.” (41:26).

Allaah & his last Prophet Mohammad (s) temperory
seal on “Rasool with (Risalat)” broken by Mahdi (a).
Allaah & his Prophet Mohammad (s) said that Mahdi
is the one who will break the seal which is against
Quran & other many Hadiths. A Hadith which come
against Quran & many other authentic Hadiths
cannot be true. But it appeared unto mankind as
true.
Quran’s verses cannot be denied at all as they are most authentic from
Allaah & cannot be even changed also. But the wrong hadiths which is
against Quran & other authentic hadiths can be rejected with proofs. So
by the wish of Allah & for the security reasons Mohammed (s) was made
to prophecy this below given hadiths. Mohammed (s) did this temperory
sealing prophecy for Mahdi to break it down because its against Quran &
other authentic hadiths which say that Mahdi is Allaah’s rasool without
prophethood. It was not wrong but a temperory lock for its original owner
the Mahdi. It was prophet Mohammed (s) seal on order of Allaah
temperorily till Mahdi’s arrival but not the Allaah’s permanent seal. The
prophecy of Mahdi breaking this seal is alo given in other authentic
hadiths. It is clearly written that Mahdi will come & break the seal of the
prophets. All Biblical Prophets have said that Jesus son of Mary the Lion
of Yahuda (Juda) will break open the seals & none other can do it. And
Allaah & last prophet Mohammed (s) also sealed it with wisdom.

The hadiths sealing the Rasool’s arrival temporily to avoid
& confuse false claimants: - The Risalat (the mission of
Rasool being sent) and Prophethood (Nabuwat) has come
to an end. There shall be no Rasool nor Prophet (Nabi)
after me (Prophet Mohammed (s)). (Tirmidhi, Musnad
Ahmad, Anas bin Malik)

Mohammed (s) already told that Mahdi will break the
seal given by Prophet Mohammed (s) because it will
be against Quran & all other authentic true hadiths.
Other hadiths say that Mahdi will remove the seal of
the prophets which also include the last prophet
Mohammed (s) also. There is only one seal
mentioned in Quran & that’s the “seal of the
prophets” in Quran 33:40. And moreover uniquely I
am the only one Mahdi in entire history of Islam who
has clearly distinguished the difference between
word “rasool” & “Nabi” in Quran along with other
proofs like Maseeh Dajjaal & Daabbatul Ard the
angel Jibraeel (a) in Peacock form.
Hadiths of breaking this above hadiths seal: - Imam Sadiq
says: “When the Qaim [Mahdi (a)] wears a particular
garment he will remove the seal of the prophets (s) GoldSealed Letter (Book) (Open its cover) and Read aloud to
people. "Bihar Al-Anwar, Vol. 52, p.326
Note: - Which seal is being mentioned above in Hadiths? It can
be only “Seal” used in Quran. See the word “seals of the
prophet (Qataman nabeen) in above hadiths. And compare with
Quran 33:40 (qatamannabeen). Every prophet is also sent by
Allah so every prophet is rasool. Now replace the word prophet

with rasool & then read it. In other words it means Mahdi will
break open this “rasools seal” with proofs.

Bible also say only Mahdi the Jesus of second
coming is authority to break open the seals.
Bible Revelation 5:5 matches with the hadiths
prophecy too.

Allaah’s Quran verses required a rasool for their
certification without prophethood (nabuwat). As
Quran have spoken about Prophets (Ambia) &
Rasools (apostles) stories also. And a special or
common Imam (guide) cannot be appointed to
certify or play the roles of Prophets (Ambia) &
Rasools for Quran’s stories certification. At least a
man of Rasool designation was required & not any
designation below this level can stand equal in
status of a prophet or a Rasool.

A Lost Bani Israel’s generation in group of Maseeh
Dajjaal is must for certification of Quran’s verses!
There are many other verses which demand Jesus
the Mahdi to be rasool of Allaah without any
prophethood (nabuwat).
Without being Allaah’s rasool how can these verses of Quran
be certified by a common Imam? It is must to be proved that
these verses are true & to prove these verses as true a rassool
is required there by Allaah. Then only these verses are proved
to be true or certified as true. All for other negative persons
verses also need certification & for that other negative
characters are there among which the top most is Maseeh
Dajjaal the false Messiah prophet. Is Mahdi not for entire Quran
or just for partial Quran when Allaah ordered mankind to enter
Islam completey? So entire Quran with word “rasool” need
certification then only a rasool designated mahdi was required.
Mahdi is against Maseeh Dajjaal. So this level also demand a
true Rasool of Allaah against a false prophet ( Nabi) of Satan.
So Mahdi is rasoolallaah. Remember all prophets are sent by
Allaah & all sent by Allaah may not be prophets also. One
hadiths say that 300 rasools were sent & 124k prophets were
sent into the world. Which means Allaah sent 300 rasools
without prophethood & 124k prophets who were all sent into the
world (means rasool). It means 124k rasools were allotted the
desgination of prophethood. It means word “rasool” is common
for just rasools & prophets (ambia) too.
14. O you who believe! Be you helpers (in the Cause) of Allah
as said 'Iesa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary), to AlHawariun (the disciples): "Who are my helpers (in the Cause) of
Allah?" Al-Hawarieen (the disciples) said: "We are Allah's
helpers" (i.e. we will strive in His Cause!). Then a group of the

Children of Israel believed and a group disbelieved. So We
gave power to those who believed against their enemies, and
they became the uppermost.
165. Messengers (rasools) as bearers of good news as well as
of warning in order that mankind should have no plea against
Allah after the Messengers. And Allah is Ever All-Powerful, AllWise.
(My note:- In Hadiths it is mentioned that good news shall
continue among believers which is 40th part of prophethood. So
Mahdi’s giving good news is not nabuwat at all. And he himself
is the universal news of world’s end. So Quran addressed him
as among Rasools.)
4: 170:- O mankind! Verily, there has come to you the Rasool
with the truth from your Lord, so believe in him, it is better for
you. But if you disbelieve, then certainly to Allah belongs all that
is in the heavens and the earth. And Allah is Ever All-Knowing,
All-Wise.
4:171:- O people of the Scripture! Do not exceed the limits in
your religion, nor say of Allah aught but the truth. The Messiah
'Iesa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary), was (no more than) a
Rasool of Allah and His Word, ("Be!" - and he was) which He
bestowed on Maryam (Mary) and a spirit (Ruh) created by Him;
so believe in Allah and His Rasools. Say not: "Three (trinity)!"
Cease! (it is) better for you. For Allah is (the only)
One Ilah(God), Glory be to Him (Far Exalted is He) above
having a son. To Him belongs all that is in the heavens and all
that is in the earth. And Allah is All-Sufficient as a Disposer of
affairs.
2:164. Indeed Allah conferred a great favour on the believers
when He sent among them a Rasool from among themselves,
reciting unto them His signs, and purifying them, and instructing
them (in) the Book (the Qur'an) and Al-Hikmah, while before
that they had been in manifest error.

Jesus designation as Rasoolallaah is basic faith.
Quran say that Jesus is Rasool & Nabi also. When he returns
as Mahdi then is he not being sent back to the world by Allaah?
Then what is the world given to a sent one of Allaah? It is
Rasool which just means “Sent one” & it’s the basic designation
of unique person by Allaah. And when he has returned to world
with new mind, body, name then all previous data of his mind
has gone & only Holy Spirit remained which returned into a new
body as Mahdi. So the Holy Spirit is sent back to world as a
follower of Prophet Mohammed (s) which means “his ummati”.
When reborn as a follower of prophet Mohammed (s) then as
per Quran Mohammed (s) is also sent by Allaah (rasool) & the
last prophet (Nabi) but cannot be last Rasool also because
Prophet Mohammed (s) himself gave the news from Allaah
about Jesus coming into the world as Mahdi. And he cannot
come from his own unless & until Allaah send him. So he is
sent by Allaah which in other simple words mean “Allaah”
rasool”. Jesus (a) was rasool & must be same in designation.
Quran ordered not to distinguish between the rasools in respect
or designation. That means he was rasool, he is rasool & he
will be always a rasool in designation. Prophethood (nabuwat)
is another job of the appointed rasool. So prophethood is the
job of giving news of future to mankind which they must belive
all in common. Quran & Hadiths said that there was no need of
any prophethood now as religion Islam is completed. So why
the another rasool Jesus the Mahdi without prophethood? His
coming is for the practical certification of all holy books, scenes,
prophecies & prevailing Islam all over. Is Jesus son of Marium
(a) not going to come based upon most authentic hadiths? Yes
his return is certain otherwise nobody will believe any hadiths 7
Quran or any other Bible or Holy books at all. So is he not
being sent to the world by Allaah? Yes ofcourse he is being

sent by Allaah as per all signs. His return means he is “rasool
(sent)” & if he is not sent means he is not “rasool”. If you accept
his arrival being sent by Allaah then you have to call him
“Rasool Allaah” & see the orders of RasoolAllaah in Quran. If
anybody despite of so many good deeds denies Allaah’s rasool
then he is out of Islam destined for everlasting hell. But is he for
the work of prophethood (nabuwat) which means news giving
of future to mankind now? No, not for nabuwat (prophethood)
then what for he is sent (rasool) to this world? For killing
Maseeh Dajjaal antichrist666, ruling the world & breaking cross.
Why can’t all common mahdies (guided Muslims) do this job?
Because they are common people & common guided ones not
sent by Allaah purposely with orders & authority.
Mohammed (s) being first top most Mahdi also gave news
of another Mahdi which means another Rasool the special
top most Mahdi. How it is possible that Mohammed (s) can
give news of such an important person whose denial by
mankind is denial of prophet Mohammed (s) himself? How
can a normal leader (Imam), directed one (common Mahdi)
be sent by Allaah for the certifications all prophets
including Rasool the last Prophet Mohammed (s)? Can a
common pious Imam Mahdi be a certifier of all so big
prophets of Allaah on their level?

Entire Quran spoke a lot for Mahdi. But you didn’t
know? It’s a Miracle! But it’s also true that 80% of
word Mahdi used for only Jesus son of Marium (a) in
Quran.
Can any one Show that Allaah spoke to Mahdi the Messiah of
2nd coming in Quran?
Do you know atleast 4 types of Mahdies mentioned in Quran?

Do you know that the Last Prophet Mohammed (s) & the
Messiah Mahdi is 1st top category Mahdi mentioned as Allaah’s
Rasool in Quran?
Allah has said a lot about Mahdi, his problems by unbelievers,
his struggle etc in Quran. Did you ever see them? Did you ever
know that Mahdi is Allah’s Rasool? And Mahdi himself is
2ndJesus Christ, Mahdi is the top most guided by Allah in the
form of Rasool? Whatever Quran speak about Rasool of Allah
is actually speaking about Mahdi of Allah. Did you ever
understand this secret? All believers are praying to Allah to
make them Mahdi of Allah in surah Fatiha? Did you ever
notice? Allah is telling that he chooses the Mahdi of top most
category as his Rasool from among men? There are 4 levels of
Mahdies in Quran, (1) Allah’s Rasool the last Prophet
Mohammed (s) & Allah’s rasool Messiah Mahdi without any
kind of Prophethood (nabuwat), (2)The believing companions of
these 2 rasools , (3) the common believers of these 2 rasools &
(4) Misguided or evil Mahdies the unbelievers, accursed. Have
you ever noticed the word “Allah sent the Rasool with true
guidance” which means Allah made the rasool his Mahdi (the
directed one on true path)”? Though believers kept on praying
to become a common Mahdi & Allah answered the mankind
now with his special true chosen Mahdi the Allah’s rasool.
Allah said Mahdi shall be called as Mad, imposter, cheater,
dragged into false cases, exiled, face tribulations & troubles. All
those verses addressing to “Rasool”, “Rabb (Lord)” implies
upon Messiah the Mahdi also. Now did you understand the
wisdom of Allah’s miracle Quran?

Are believers praying to Allaah for making them
particular Mahdi the Jesus of end days? Surah
fatiha prayer for what kind of Mahdi?

1:6:- Direct us to the Straight Way
1:7. The Way of those on whom You have bestowed Your
Grace, not (the way) of those who earned Your Anger (such as
the Jews), nor of those who went astray (such as the
Christians).
All believers also praying to Allaah for directions on right path,
so are they all Mahdies or praying to become Allaah’s special
last Mahdi the Jesus of 2nd coming. Jesus of 2nd is Allaah’s
rasool & the same person is Mahdi. So how can all Muslims
pray to Allaah for making them Jesus son of Maryam the
Mahdi. There are different levels of Mahdies in Islam where
Messiah the Jesus of 2nd coming is special apostle Mahdi of
Allaah which no other can become. In other sense they are all
common Mahdies (common directed ones) in their private lives
if their prayers are accepted by Allaah. But the news of Mahdi
by Allaah’s prophet is for entire mankind & cannot be without
promises of Allaah in Quran. Quran gave the news of one more
rasool who will certify all prophets including last Prophet
Mohammed (s) & that’s special Mahdi.So the awaited Mahdi is
Allaah’s rasool because he is spiritual re-incarnation of Jesus
son of Marium (a). And I am that Mahdi.

Meaning of “Nabi (prophet) & Rasool (apostle)”
according to 72 Muslim sects: - Muslims believe that the
Arabic word rasool (sent by Allah) is derived from word “Risala
(some literature, book or message)” & hence every rasool is
carrier of holy book from Allah. Rasool is special & Nabi
(prophet) is common. Nabi means who is inspired by Allah or
given revelations. All rasools are Nabies (prophets) but all
Nabies are not rasools (sent by Allah). In English it means all
sent ones (Rasools) are prophets (holy news givers) but all
prophets (holy news givers) are not Rasools (sent by Allah). So

most of them are wrong & following their own desires in
understanding these 2 words. But actually the Arabic word
“rasool” is derived from being sent “arsala” & Nabi word is
derived from “Naba (give news)”. How can Allah give news
without sending somebody? And how can News giver come to
mankind without being sent by Allah? Do you find any sense in
it? Their faith is against all holy books & now it has become
faith of all ignorant 72 Muslim sects of Islam. Actually all
prophets (nabies) are sent by Allah (Rasools) but all rasools
are not the nabies (prophets). It means all Rasools are not
appointed with the work of giving holy future news to mankind
but can also have other duties. For example angels are also
sent into the world with different works who are called as
Rasools in Quran. Some are appointed for recording acts of
mankind & some for giving death. In chapter Yusuf of Quran
Allah used the word “Rasool” for the man who is sent to bring
prophet Yousuf (a). He was not given any book or news of
future but a work. So Quran clearly gave the meaning of Rasol
as “a man sent with some work”. That work may or may not be
giving future news (Nabuwat, prophethood). All other religious
people other than Muslim consider the meaning of Prophet as
the “future news giver” only. And it’s only Muslims who couldn’t
fully understand the meaning of words “Rasool & Nabi” due to
their complex usage in Quran. Hence out of confusions they
developed false faiths about their meanings. Mahdi the Jesus
son of Maryam’s spiritual reincarnation is Allah’s rasool without
any further future news (nabuwat, prophethood). Mahdi arrival
itself is the news given by the prophets which is fulfilled now.
That’s it. And Allah has addressed the prophet (Nabi) as rasool
& Nabi also as he was having both designations. The usage of
these two words in Quran has confused the Muslims to believe
blindly. Just ask Muslims that “Is Mahdi the Jesus son of
Maryam not being sent by Allaah?”. They will surely say that

“yes he is sent with a holy mission by Allah”. Then ask them “
what do you call or have a particular word for a person being
sent by Allaah?”. They will say “Rasool of Allaah” but again say
that “Mahdi is not Rasool” which means he is not being sent by
Allaah. So easily one can notice their falsehood & hypocrisy by
their such explainations.
Meaning of Nabi (prophet) according to Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad & his vice-regents (Maseeh Dajaal):- According to
these people Mirza was the prophet (nabi) without any new
laws or prophecies. And he was also rasool. And whatever
visions came to him were the inspirations. And due to
inspirations he is called as a prophet. And Mirza is already
certified as prophet by Mohammed (s). So he claimed to be a
prophet & an apostle the rasool. But inspirations & good news
through visions are actually 40th & 46th part of prophethood as
per hadiths. Due to this claim he was considered as nonMuslim & he died with same claims. And he was neither even fit
in any of the identifications of true Mahdi or Jesus of 2nd
coming. Just because of satanic inspirations & visions to him
he claimed to be prophet (holy news giver, Nabi). He got one
true vision of real Messiah’s arrival among his group before his
claims of prophethood in 1886 February 20. But this doesn’t
mean that he is the prophet as Quran has already declared
Mohammed (s) as last prophet (Nabi). He also said that the
hadiths say that Isa son of Maryam in his second coming is
called as Nabiullah (prophet of Allah). But same prophet
(nabiullah) with old body & designation didn’t come again. So
there is no prophet to come again after Mohammed (s) but
Mirza claimed to be prophet & became non-Muslim. He could
never understand that Mahdi is the reincarnation of Jesus son
of Marium spiritually & only Rasool of Allah without any kind of
prophethood (nabuwat). Same Jesus son of Marium the

Prophet of Allaah (NabiUllaah) arrived with new body as just
Allaah’s Rasool without any kind of prophethood. And that’s me
the Mohammad Mowdood Aihmad Khan. And Mirza Ghulam
Ahmad could never give such clear explainations with authentic
proofs & hence considered as infidel (Kafir) due to his claims of
Nabuwat (Prophethood). He considered the visions to be his
prophecies and hence claimed to be Allaah’s prophet (Nabi).
He could have claimed his visions to be just good news which
is common for true belivers but instead he claimed direct
prophethood. He even had inspirations, heard voices & told
more than unfulfilled future things by claiming to be prophet
(Nabi). He claimed to be Nabi which was his one of the great
mistakes. All his claims of being true Messiah Mahdi are proved
to be false. After all he & his vice-regents are proved as
Maseeh Dajjaal now. According to his Ahmadiyya jamat Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad is Nabi without new holy laws or prophecies &
rasool also. Even if Mirza or his vice-regents or any other
intelligent human would have understood the actual meanings
of it also then 1400 ideentification proofs of Mahdi were
required. And those identification proofs & scenes are
uncopiable by mankind.Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his viceregents being half blind from eye of wisdom tried to convince
the other blind people. Mirza Ghulam .Ahmad Qadiani (MGAQ)
& his vice-regents presented the partial proofs of one more
rasool’s coming from Quran but at the same time tried to proof
him prophet (Nabi) also. This matter confused all other Muslims
& ultimately they all remained in wrong faith. If M.G.A. could
had only claimed to be rasool without prophethood of any kind
then he & his vice-regents could had gain more followers
because they could successfully cheat people in the matter of
Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ardh (earth’s speaking beast) &
other important signs. But still they would have failed in the
identification proofs of real Messiah Mahdi ultimately. But

already matter of Maseeh Dajjaal the antichrist666 was
predestined by Allah & it fully appeared now in the form of
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad along with his vice-regents.

Actual meaning of Nabi (Prophet, Rishi) as per Bible,
Veda, Puran & Quran: - It means the one chosen by
supreme being of the universe creator to give the accurate
news of his plans to the mankind. It’s not the news based upon
any astrology or personal knowledge or experience based
guestures. But sometimes astrological or guesture based future
predictions also come true. But the difference between the
prophecy of Allah’s chosen man apostle is !00% accurate &
without any corruption. Such a man appointed chosen for
Allah’s work is called as apostle (Rasool, who is sent to
mankind) as Nabi (the holy news giver). He is called as Rishi in
Hinduism & Prophet in English. Rishi is the one who hears the
shruti (the voice from Allah) through an angel or direct. And the
true pictorial partially metaphorical visions of chosen man
apostle of Allah. Every chosen appointed man sent with holy
mission may also be given the news of future (holy laws are
optional). So he is called as Rasool (sent one) with
prophethood (news). The visions of true pious humans are also
40th or 46th part of prophethood (nabuwat). But it doesn’t mean
that such persons are also prophet (Nabi) though they also
come true based upon their interpretations. For those visions
the good interpreator is required. For the prophet there is no
requirement of any interpreter of it but they come true as it is.
When the Holy Spirit descend upon him from above during the
foetus period of a chosen apostle then he is called as an Avtar
in Sanskrit language. Other Holy Spirit also support such avatar
during his life time. A man born out of woman’s abdomen is
called as Bhagwaan in Sanskrit. Super human diety is called as
Lord or God. The word God is derived from Gawd (diety of

fortune) the husband of Meni (diety of destiny). These are
names of Roman dieties. And on investigations it is proved that
these titles are actually about last savior Jesus Christ the Mahdi
Mahadev.

Mystery of 300 or 315 rasools (apostles) & 124000
prophets (ambia) solved: - One of the hadiths say that
there are 300 apostles of Allah (rasools) and 124000 prophets
(ambia). From these 2 hadiths Muslims believe that rasools are
the bearers of holy book with new laws and prophets (nabees)
are the chosen persons with whom Allah spoke or
communicated directly or indirectly. But the meanings of these
2 important words “rasool (apostle, sent one)” & nabi (prophet,
the holy future news giver)’ are misunderstood by Muslims. The
hadiths say that Allaah has sent 300 rasools (apostles) &
124000 ambia (prophets). But where it is written that those
124000 prophets were not the rasools (not sent)? It’s not
mentioned but people misunderstood. This doesn’t mean that
124000 prophets were not rasools (sent by Allah). This actually
means that Allah sent 124000 prophets to mankind & they were
all sent by Allah as apostles with holy work of prophethood
(nabuwat). But Allah has also sent 300 other apostles who
were not given the work of prophethood (nabuwat, delivering
news) but other works. Prophet means the one who gives
future news related to religion. These prophets were sent to
mankind with the news of future & also holy laws which were
optional. There were many prophets after Moses (a) who were
not given new laws but only prophecies (future news). Holy
laws are optional to prophets but prophecies are must for them
& then only they are called prophets. Prophecies are not private
property of the prophets & they are meant for reaching among
mankind. It means prophets are sent to mankind & prophecies
are given to them for mankind. It means all prophets are sent to
mankind. In other proper Arabic words it means all prophets
(ambia) are rasools of Allah (sent by Allah) but all rasools are
not prophets. It means Allah has sent 300 apostles without
work of prophethood & 124000 prophets with prophethood

work. Quran Alhaj 52 says that Allah has sent prophet (nabi) &
rasool. The Arabic word “Arsala (sending)” implies upon both
“rasool” & “Nabi”. It finally means the ambia (prophets) are the
apostles (rasools) of Allah sent with the work of prophethood
(nabuwat). All prophets are rasools but all rasools are not
prophets. New Holy laws are not compulsory to rasool & nabi.
It’s optional. So Allah closed prophethood but not the rasool’s
coming & also had given complete Holy laws to Prophet
Mohammed (s). So no new religion or future news can ever
come. And Mahdi is sent by Allaah (rasool) for fulfilling earlier
prophets prophecies with the holy work of prevailing Islam. And
only 1 rasool is mentioned to come and that’s Mahdi Jesus Isa
of 2nd coming without news but as an actor of the prophecised
scenes for certification of holy prophecies (the scenes). He is
sent with a mission to all mankind but without the work of
delivering any new news (prophethood). So he is not the
prophet (nabi) & last prophet (nabi) is Mohammed (s). It means
Adam (a) was an apostle (rasool) with prophethood (nabuwat)
sent down to earth. Many Muslims believe that Adam (a) was
Allah’s first Nabi (prophet) but he was not an apstle (rasool).
When he is believed to be a prophet then it means he was
Allah’s rasool (apostle) also because he was sent down to
earth to start the mankind’s generation. He also gave future
news to his children about coming of the new prophets after
him. Allah said in Quran that before sending him to earth he
was given news of many Rasools coming among his children to
help mankind. So this was a prophecy. So he was an apostle
(rasool) of Allah with prophethood but clearly Allah did not call
him “Rasool” or “Nabi” in Quran.

Quran say “Those who disobey Allah’s rasool also
disobey Allaah. And hadiths also say the same for
Mahdi.”
What was the hidden matter from mankind? Is it not the
Mahdi’s designation as “Rasool” in Quran & Jesus himself
is reborn as Mahdi? Those are the 2 main chapters through
which entire Muslim world is under revolution. This proved

spiritual reincarnations, death of Jesus son of Marium
2000 years back at 120 years of age, wisdom of Quran &
Haditrhs. But Muslims want to understand these facts on
crowded streets & shopping Malls etc which is against the
Islamic court laws. All Muslim intellectuals should come in
peace in Islamic courts to understand the facts.
103- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from the same chains
from Muhammad bin Ali Ibne Mahbub from Amr bin Shimr from
Jabir that he said:
“A man came to Abu Ja’far Baqir (a.s.) and said: “May Allah
bless you! Please take these five hundred dirhams from me.
They are the Zakat of my wealth.”
Abu Ja’far Baqir (a.s.) said: “You take them and divide them
among the poor Muslims of your neighbors and brothers.” Then
he said: “When the Qaim of Ahlul Bayt rises, he will divide the
wealth equally and rule justly over the people. Whoever obeys
him certainly obeys Allah and whoever disobeys him
disobeys Allah. He is named as Mahdi, because he guides
to a hidden matter (Follow Allah & his rasool verse
certification). He takes the Torah and the rest of the divine
Books of Allah from the cave of Antakya (Antioch(it
metaphorically means Mahdi will gain wisdom from the place of
Daabbatul Ardh)). He will judge among the people of the Torah
with the Torah, among the people of the Bible with the Bible,
among the people of Psalms (of Prophet Dawood) with the
Psalms and among the people of the Quran with the Quran.
The wealth of the world is gathered to him from above the
ground and from under the ground. He says to people: Come
on to the wrong you have done to your kin! Come on to the
bloods you have shed wrongfully! Come on to the sins you
have committed! He will offer something that no one has ever
offered before him. He will fill the world with justice, equity and
light after it has been filled with injustice, oppression and evil.”

Quran, Hadiths, Bible, Veda, Puran & other holy
books demand a Rasool (apostle, sent by Allah) for

their certification but not the news giver (Nabi,
Prophet) of future Allah’s plan any more.
Quran is stories of rasools & for its certification another rasool
with same designation was required without any further news
giving work (prophethood, nabuwat). And that’s the Jesus
Chriist of 2nd coming as Mahdi. Earlier 2000 years back Jesus
son of Maryam was sent as an actor of Allah (Mahdi, the
directed one as per holy scriptures) to certify the Bible Old
Testament (Taurat) & again he is sent as Mahdi to certify the
Bible Ot, Nt, Quran & Hadiths. Certification of holy prophecies
means the scenes which are written in holy books about the
arrival of Jesus son of Maryam as Mahdi should happen
naturally upon his life & all other scenes of world should also
occur naturally during his period. That’s called the certification.
It is clear that Jesus son of Maryam is chosen main Hero actor
of Allah for certification of holy books after their deliveries. First
when Allah delivered the new laws through Moses (a) then
Jesus son of Maryam was sent for certification of it & now again
as he is sent spiritually as Mahdi for certification of newly
perfected holy laws of Islam. So here Allah’s habbit of sending
rasool after delivery of new holy laws is proved. The blames of
unbelievers, hypocrites & ignorant upon the Allah’s rasool like
cheater, destroyer of their religions, sorcerer, womanizer, mad,
maniac & false apostle are already mentioned in Quran. So the
same was supposed to happen even with the Mahdi.
Quran tells the stories of the Past rasools & to certify
Quran another Rasool was required on whom such similar
scenes were supposed to happen.
Or it may be true that Mohammed (s) have told clearly that
there is no rasool & no nabi also after Mohammed (s) in
Hadiths. It means Mohammed (s) already knew that any how

Jesus Christ the Mahdi will be sent by Allah (rasoolallaah).
Quran & many hadiths are certifying this topic. Then Allah
might have ordered Mohammed (s) to narrate this Hadiths only
as a seal till arrival of Mahdi. In all hadiths its nowhere clearly
written that Mahdi’s designation is Allah’s rasool (sent by Allah).
Why? Because Allah wanted to keep this secret till his arrival.
But Mohammed (s) had clearly told the mankind in other wise
words that “whoever denies Mahdi is denier of Allah, all his
Prophets (Ambia) & holy books also”. It means Mahdi’s
designation is same like all apostles (rasools). And the
certification of verse “do not differentiate among rasools” also
demands another rasool during end days to certify all Prophets
(Ambia) to give respect to their designations. A common or
unique Imam (guide) cannot certify the true prophets of Allah
practically. Certifying the prophecies of all prophets practically
means the happening of all incidents, scenes upon one chosen
man of Allah naturally without mankind’s plannings exactly as
mentioned in the prophecies.Other prophecies also say that the
main names of Mahdi are kept secret till his arrival. And
Rev.19:12. Bible also say the same that Jesus Christ of 2nd
coming himself will know his name. Allah has also taken a
covenant with all Prophets (Ambia) about some knowledge
mentioned in Quran Alahzaab 7. And another covenant to
certify all Prophets (Ambiai) through a rasool. So the coming
true of all prophecies of Prophets (Nabi) is the practical
certification of this verse Alimran: 81.

Understand the designation of Isa son of Maryam in
his 2nd coming as Mahdi.
All Muslims say that Allah will send Isa son of Maryam (Mahdi)
to kill Maseeh Dajjaal, break Cross & rule with justice upon
earth. But can he come from his own without being sent by

Allah? What do we call to a special chosen man sent by Allah
with the Holy work? Don’t we have the proper Arabic
mentioning this designation? Is not the meaning of “sent by
Allah” in Arabic language as “Rasool Allah”? The word Nabi
(prophet) is originated from the word “Naba” which means “give
the news” & the one who gives the holy news is called “Nabi” in
Arabic language. There cannot be any more holy news giver
(nabi) after Mohammed (s) as Allah promised. So who is the
Isa son of Maryam spiritually re-incarnated as Mahdi? Its clear
that he is sent by Allah & in Arabic we call “sent by Allah” as
“Rasool Allah”. So Mahdi is RasoolAllah the main important
guide of all.
What is the designation of Isa son of Maryam (a) when he has
arrived spiritually reborn as Mahdi among the Muslims? Is he
an apostle (rasool) or Prophet (Nabi) or just a leader/guide
(Imam)? Where are the orders of Allah to follow him otherwise
all his unbelievers will become non-Muslims? Hadiths are
strictly ordering all mankind to follow him but where those
orders are mentioned in Quran? It is sure that there cannot
come any holy news giver (prophet,Nabi) after prophet
Mohammed (s) because he is the last prophet (Nabi). Muslims
assumed the Mahdi to be just a guide (Imam) but why so
special Imam purposely appointed, chosen & sent by Allah with
so many identification proofs? It is sure this Mahdi cannot be a
common guide to mankind but special one & by whose
appearing shall certified the prophecies of all prophets to be
true. Such a person is only one rasool (apostle) mentioned in
Quran as “the certifier rasool of all the prophets” in Alimran
verse 3:81.

Where it is mentioned in Quran that one more rasool
without nabuwat (prophethood) will come after last
Prophet Mohammed (s)?

How entire Quran & Hadiths prophecised about
Mahdi’s arrival?
All minor & major end days signs of end prophecies are
linked with Isa’s second coming as Mahdi. Quran 27:82 say
that earth’s beast will speak when Mahdi is not belived by
mankind. The word in that verse is “aayaat (signs) of end
days”. This word “aayaat” include 10 major signs of end
where 2nd major sign is the Jesus second coming as
Mahdi. So this verse is also prophecising about Mahdi who
will not be accepted by mankind. Foir that major reason
the Angel Jibraeel will speak in the form of Peacock for
Mahdi. As per Biharul Anwar Hadiths it will be a bird to
pledge alliance to Mahdi first.
All verses of Quran with the word “Rasool” were waiting
for Mahdi to be certified practically. Those verses show the
need of the Mahdi for certification. In other words all those
verses are giving news of the Mahdi in need for their
certifications. A wise man can understand this very easily.
Mahdi in Quran mentioned as Rasool. The prophecies of
his arrival among Muslims are sealed with wisdom & can
be only seen by wise people. See the difference between
the usage of the words rasool & nabi. Allah himself wanted
to hide the designation of Mahdi as rasool from common
mankind so he maintained it in combined usage of the
words “Rasool” & “Nabi”. Quran is full of wisdom & Mahdi
is considered in hadiths as most wise man. Quran also
confirmed it. The mankind thought that Allah spoke only
for past rasools & last prophet Mohammed (s) but didn’t
mention any orders for Mahdi the Jesus of 2nd coming.
Here Allah is clearly telling in wise sealed prophetical style
that one rasool will come after the prophet Mohammed (s)
to certify the prophecies of all prophets. This verse implies
upon 2 rasools. One is Rasool the last prophet Mohammed
(s) & another is just rasool the Mahdi. Mohammed (s) came
to certify all prophets before him & he was also a new last
Prophet who did prophecies. So his prophecies (future

events news of end days) also must be certified by another
rasool who should be without prophethood (nabuwat, any
new news). And that’s the Jesus son of Maryam 2nd coming
as Mahdi. This Quran 3:81 super lead entire Quran for
certification. This verse demand a revision of entire Quran
through another rasool. In this way the entire Quran has
given glad tidings of one more Rasool’s arrival. And that’s
none other than Jesus son of Maryam’s spiritual
reincarnation as Mahdi. Quran zaqraf:61 also say that
Jesus son of Maryam is sign & knowledge of world’s end.
In Quran 3:81 Allah is telling that entire Quran, Hadiths,
previous Bible & other holy books of the true prophets are
going to be revised again through another rasool. Hadiths
have given the details about him as Mahdi. Both Quran &
Hadiths have given news of another rasool in the form of
Mahdi.
Quran Al-Imran 3:81:- And (remember) when Allah took the
Covenant from the Prophets (ambia), saying: "Take whatever I
gave you from the Book and Hikmah (understanding of the
Laws of Allah, etc.), and afterwards there will come to you a
Messenger (Rasool) confirming what is with you; you must,
then, believe in him and help him." Allah said: "Do you agree
(to it) and will you take up My Covenant (which I conclude with
you)?" They said: "We agree." He said: "Then bear witness;
and I am with you among the witnesses (for this)."
Surah Alahzab verse 33:7:- And remember when We took
from the Prophets their covenant, and from you (Mohammed
(s)), and from Noah, and Abraham, and Moses, and Jesus, son
of Mary, and We indeed took from them a solemn covenant;
Quran Alahzab 33:8:- That He may question the truthful about
their truthfulness. And for the disbelievers He has prepared a
painful punishment.

Hadiths say that a man from the descendants of Salman Farsi
will come during the descent of Chapter Jumma of Quran. And
here Quran is prophecising another rasool among the people in
error. And hadiths says that Jesus will descend among Maseeh
Dajjaal’s group of bani Israel. So it all proves that Mahdi is
rassool but not Nabi (news giver, the prophet).
Now did you understand what I said above is 100% right. The
word here is the “rasool” but not the Nabi. It implies upon both
prohet Mohammed (s) & Mahdi also. Because both are rasools
but both are not the Nabees (prophets). Both are sent into the
world (rasools) but with different missions. Mahdi is just rasool
as Khalifa of Allah without any kind of nabuwat (prophethood) &
Mohammed (s) was sent into this world (rasool) for the work of
prophethood (Nabuwat).

To certify this verse Mahdi & his followers will again
enter the aqsa mosque now under the rule of
Maseeh Dajjaal. It has become a symbol of Allah
because real Messiah Mahdi has descended there in
1991 A.D.
[17:4] And We revealed to the children of Israel in the
Book, saying, ‘You will surely do mischief in the land twice, and
you will surely become excessively overbearing.’
[17:7] Now, if you do well, you will do well for your own souls;
and if you do evil, it will only go against them. So when the time
for the latter warning came, We raised a people against
you to cover your faces with grief, and to enter the Mosque
as they entered it the first time, and to destroy all that they
conquered with utter destruction. The second instance will be
the re-appearance of Imam Mahdi (a) who will defeat Bani
Israel and will enter the Masjid (Aqsa now under Maseeh
Dajjaal in Qadian, Punjab. Hadiths also say formation of new
mosque baitul muqaddas) with the same glory with which they
entered it before (i.e.like Muhammad & his companions).

Maseeh dajjaals recognize real Messiah Mahdi as their own
sons & also conceals the truth from his common followers
that they are actually Maseeh Dajjaal. If this secret is
known to all their common followers then the fundings will
stop resulting in their collapse. Maseeh Dajjaal & his
followers are very intelligent & have lot of knowledge
about all holy books. They have picked up many hadiths to
safeguard themselves as shields by going into depth of
Quran, Hadiths, Bible & other books. But still couldn’t gain
even 10 true identification proofs of real Messiah out of
1400.
Surah Bani Israel (17), Verse 81. This implies upon real
Messiah & Maseeh Dajjaal the false Messiah. The truth as
light of Allah reaches the falsehood the darkness so that
falsehood & darkness vanishes. It also proves that Jesus
Christ Mahdi will come in the Maseeh Dajjaal group.
Quran [17:81] And say, ‘Truth has come and falsehood has
vanished away. Falsehood does indeed vanish away fast.’
Quran [2:146] Those to whom We have given the Book
recognize (rasool) even as they recognize their sons, but
surely some of them conceal the truth knowingly.
First of all there should be a group with their own imam for
this verse to be certified practically. Among Muslims there
is no one a true Muslim Imam but they are all devided in 72
sects. And Imam is only in one true Muslims group who are
in manifest error by following Maseeh dajjaal due to
ignorance& lack of perfect knowledge.
This verse (sign) also proves that the Jesus Christ Mahdi
being Rasool was supposed to come from outside of
Maseeh Dajjaal group’s Muslims who will not be knowing
the wisdom of Quran. Both 3:164 & 2:151 implies upon the
Jesus Christ Mahdi. He is half outside Maseeh Dajjaal’s
group & half inside just like Moses (a) & Firoun. Maseeh
Dajjaal group is in manifest error & others don’t know the
hidden knowledge & wisdom of holy books.

All Muslims say that Al-Maseeh Isa will come as Muslim &
worship Allah in Arabic. But Al-Maseeh Isa is a Hebrew
name & what will be the pure Arabic translation of these 2
names? It is “Maodood Ahmed”. Messiah means Maodood
& Pharcalete means Aihmad. And two other names are
Mohammed as per Quran & Hadiths. Khan (prince,
prevailer) is again the translation of Hebrew name “Israel”.
So why should people feel strange now?

Rasool Allaah “Mowdood (Most friended & beloved)”
mentioned here in Hebrew language as “Al-Maseeh
(Anointed with Love, Kindness of Allaah which
means most beloved & friended)”. Bible Quran,
Hinduism & other holy books are certified to be true
as their prophecies are fulfilled perfectly!
Later Jesus Christ Mahdi is for all mankind & people of the
book also.
Quran [4:171] O People of the Book, exceed not the limits in
your religion, and say not of Allah anything but the truth. Verily,
the Messiah, Jesus, son of Mary, was only a Messenger of Allah
and a fulfilment of His word which He sent down to Mary, and a
mercy from Him. So believe in Allah and His Messengers
(rasools), and say not ‘They are three.’ Desist, it will be better for
you. Verily, Allah is the only One God. Far is it from His Holiness
that He should have a son. To Him belongs whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the earth. And sufficient is Allah as a
Guardian.
Here the miracle in verse is usage of single word “AlMaseeh” in Hebrew pointing to “Maodood” in pure Arabic
(Most beloved). In this verse only word “Al-Maseeh” is
mentioned unlike the above verse 4:170. It’s like Pharoah in
Quran & Maseeh Dajjaal in Hadiths. When we see the
attributal name of Pharoah it is “False Khalifathullaah”
because he had claimed to be incarnation of Ra (sungod)
upon earth.

Quran [4:172] Surely, the Messiah will never disdain to be a
servant of Allah, nor will the angels near unto God; and whoso
disdains to worship Him and feels proud, He will gather them all
to Himself.
Mahdi as witness in Quran for Prophet Mohammed (s). And
it came true also!
{Quran Hud 11:17] Can he, then, who possesses a clear
proof from his Lord, and to testify to whose truth a
witness from Him shall follow him, and who was
preceded by the Book of Moses, a guide and a
mercy, be an impostor? Those who consider these
matters believe therein, and whoever of
the opposing parties disbelieves in it, Fire shall be his
promised place. So be not thou in doubt about it.
Surely, it is the truth from thy Lord; but most men do
not believe.
] پس کیا وہ جو اپنے ربّ کی طرف سے ایک روشن دلیل پر ہے اور اس کے11:18[
موسی کی کتاب بطور امام اور
پیچھے اس کا ایک گواہ آنے واال ہے اور اس سے پہلے
ٰ
رحمت موجود ہے (وہ جھوٹا ہو سکتا ہے؟) یہی (اس موعود رسول کے مخاطبین
باآلخر) اسے مان لیں گے۔ پس جو بھی احزاب میں سے اس کا انکار کرے گا تو آگ
اس کا موعود ٹھکانا ہوگی۔ پس اس بارہ میں تُو کسی شک میں نہ رہ۔ یقینا ً یہی تیرے
ربّ کی طرف سے حق ہے لیکن اکثر لوگ ایمان نہیں التے۔
These verses implies upon Mohammed (s) & also for Jesus
Christ Mahdi who is most beloved, powerful king as per
hadiths & Quran. Azeez means King & most beloved also.
Allah’s rasool with guidance (hidayat) means Mahdi (guided
one, directed one). The prevailation of Islam did not happen
during the time of Mohammed (s) 1350 years ago & it was
supposed to happen during world’s end time. Quran &
Hadiths both certify this fact. To certify below given verses
one more rasool among believers should come & that’s
Mahdi the spiritual reincarnation of Isa ibne Maryam (a).

Quran [3:164] Verily, Allah has conferred a favour on the
believers by raising among them a Messenger (rasool) from
among themselves, who recites to them His Signs, and purifies
them and teaches them the Book and Wisdom; and, before that,
they were surely in manifest error (zalaalin mubeen).
Quran [62:2] He it is Who has raised among the
Unlettered people an apostle (Rasool)
from among
themselves who recites unto them His Signs, and purifies them,
and teaches them the Book and wisdom, although they had
been, before, in manifest misguidance;(zaalin mubeen)
Quran [62:3] And among others from among them (Here Allah
says that his another rasool Mahdi will come among
Maseeh Dajjaal) who have not yet joined them (This points to
an exclusive Jamaat of Maseeh Dajjaal). He is the Mighty, the
Wise (it also means powerful most beloved, the wise).
Quran [62:4] That is Allah’s grace; He bestows it on whom He
pleases; and Allah is the Master of immense grace (Hadiths say
that Allah will grant wisdom to Mahdi, when he raises his
head then water like pearls drops. Biharul anwar says
Mahdi will be taught hidden knowledge & he will be granted
wisdom).
Quran [2:151] Even as We have sent to you a Messenger
(rasool) from among yourselves who recites Our Signs to you
(already existing signs of Quran & end days), and purifies
you, and teaches you the Book and Wisdom, and teaches you
that which you did not know (taalamoon).
Quran [4:170] O mankind, the Messenger (rasool) has indeed
come to you with Truth from your Lord; believe therefore, it will
be better for you. But if you disbelieve, verily, to Allah belongs
whatever is in the heavens and in the earth. And Allah is AllKnowing, Wise.

Quran 61:8:- They want to extinguish the light of Allah with their
mouths, but Allah will perfect His light, although the disbelievers
dislike it.
Quran 61:9:- It is He who sent His Messenger (rasool) with
guidance and the religion of truth to manifest it over all religion,
although those who associate others with Allah dislike it.
(My note:- Here “rasool” is mentioned wiith guidance
wwhich mmeans the “Mahdi” to prevail over all relligions.
Andd hadiths say that all religions will submit. And quran
say that all people of the book will believe Mahdii the
Jesus of 2nd coming).
Quran 9:32:-They desire to put out the light of Allah with their
mouths, and Allah will allow nothing save the perfection of His
light, though the disbelievers are averse (non-Muslims).
(My note:- Here “rasool” is mentioned wiith guidance
wwhich mmeans the “Mahdi” to prevail over all relligions.
Andd hadiths say that all religions will submit. And quran
say that all people of the book will believe Mahdii the
Jesus of 2nd coming).
Quran 9:33:- He it is Who hath sent His messenger with the
guidance and the Religion of Truth, that He may cause it to
prevail (manifest) over all religions, however much the
idolaters may be averse.
(My note:- Here “rasool” is mentioned with guidance which
means the “Mahdi” to prevail over all relligions. Andd
hadiths say that all religions will submit. And quran say
that all people of the book will believe Mahdii the Jesus of
2nd coming).
Quran 24:55:- "Allah has promised to those amongst you
who believe and do righteous actions that He will grant
you the khilafah in the land."

One more Rasool after Mohammed (s) was must &
that’s Jesus the Mahdi.
Quran said that there is one rasool must for certification of last
Prophet Mohammed (s) also. As Mohammed (s) also did minor
& major prophecies about end days. And when those signs the
prophecies come true then only the Prophet Mohammed (s) will
be certified as true Prophet (Nabi, the news giver). Bible Duet
18 chapter says that when the prophecies of the prophet come
true then it’s proof of his being true. And after 1400 years of
Prophet Mohammed (s) birth all his prophecies have come true
now. So Jesus of 2nd coming the Mahdi is that rasool (sent one)
without nabuwat (prophethood) to certify all prophets including
last Prophet Mohammed (s) also. And Quran is having the
verses so specially designed to address Allah’s rasool & rasool
the Nabi also. Why such wisdom is discovered here in Quran?
Don’t you understand that Quran is filled with wisdom?
Quran & Hadiths have clearly declared Isa Ibne Maryam the
Mahdi as just Rasool of Allah (sent by Allah with a holy
mission) without any kind of prophethood (Nabuwat).

Hadiths say that Mahdi is Allah’s Rasool (sent
one) in wise hidden style which common
Muslims couldn’t understand.
8- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Taliqani from Ibne Hamam
from Ja’far bin Malik from Hasan bin Muhammad Samaa from
Ahmad bin Harith from Mufaddal bin Umar from Imam Ja’far
Sadiq (a.s.) from his father, Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that
he said: “When Qaim (a.s.) rises up, he would say (Mahdi will
say that I am Rasool of Allah to the new Pharoah, the Maseeh
Dajjaal. And as Mahdi would have attacked upon the Maseeh
Dajjaal severely though his swords (the thousand words with
many thousand keys of words, a case will be pending against
him. And due to its fear of arrest he will run away from it & will
be back again when the staff of Moses & ring of Solomon
comes in his hand as a proof. It means when the mysterious

Daabbatul Ard, the Peacock will speak in his favour after the
death of King Abdullah, king Fahad, 3 years after his
anouncement of being Mahdi):
“So I fled from you when I feared you (because of the
pending case of murder of one of the Pharoah’s person),
then my Lord granted me wisdom (and after a long time
appointed) and made me of the Rasools (apostles)(And
Allah made him the rasool for Bani Israel & Pharoah for
release of the Bani Israel from the slavery of Pharoah).”
( Surah Shoara 26:21)

Other Hadiths say that
BUT THE GUIDE [HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)] WILL KNOW THE PEOPLE,
BUT THE PEOPLE WILL NOT KNOW HIM [Hazrat Mahdi (as)]. JUST
LIKE THE PROPHET JOSEPH (AS). THE PROPHET JOSEPH (AS)
RECOGNIZED THE PEOPLE, ALTHOUGH THEY DENIED
HIM. AFTERWARD, HAZRAT ALI (RA) READ THE VERSE: "ALAS
FOR MY SERVANTS! NO MESSENGER (rasool) COMES TO THEM
WITHOUT THEIR MOCKING HIM." Yasin:30 (Sheikh Muhammad ibn
Ibrahim Numani, al-Ghaybah al-Numani, p. 162)

Mahdi will behave just like prophet Mohammed (s) behaved
as Rasool Allah. Mahdi will claim to be another rasool allah
with same position of last prophet Mohammed (s). It will be
a strange & new faith for all Muslims creating a revolution.
But true believers & intelligent people will find this claim to
be true from Quran & Hadiths.
147- Ghaibat Nomani: It is narrated from Ibne Uqdah from Ali bin
Hasan Taimili from Muhammad and Ahmad sons of Hasan from their
father from Thalaba from Jomi Kunnasi from Abu Basir from Kamil from
Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) that he said:
“When our Qaim (Mahdi) will appear, he will call the people to a new
faith like the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.) has called and indeed
Islam has begun strange and it will return strange as it has begun.
Blessed are the strangers!”

He said: "When Rasulullah (saas) came, people worshiped stones, and
bits of rock and wood. BUT
WHEN OUR QAIM (HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)) COMES PEOPLE WILL
INTERPRET THE BOOK OF ALLAH ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN
IDEAS AND WILL POINT TO THAT AS EVIDENCE." He then said:
"Thanks be to Allah that in the same way that heat and cold enter their
homes, so his justice will enter their homes.” (Sheikh Muhammad ibn
Ibrahim Nomani, al-Ghaybah al-Nomani, p. 350).
OUR PROPHET (SAAS) STATED THAT HE WILL COMPLAIN THOSE
WHO DENY THE STATEMENTS ON HAZRAT MAHDI (PBUH) IN THE
PRESENCE OF GOD

The Messenger of God (saas) said: Qaim [Hazrat Mahdi
(pbuh)] is from my progeny. His name is my name, his
patronymic my patronymic, his appearance my appearance,
and his conduct my conduct. He will lead the people on my
path and my law, and will call them to the Book of God, the
Exalted. Whoever obeys him, obeys me and whoever disobeys
him, disobeys me. Whoever rejects him during his occultation
has rejected me; and whoever belies him, belies me. Whoever
affirms his truth, affirms my truth. I complain to God from my
beliers in his affair and rejecters of my word with regard to him
and the ones who will lead my Ummah astray from his path.
And soon the oppressors will know to what final place of turning
they shall turn back.”
Our Prophet (saas) said: "Whoever of my progeny rejects
Mahdi, he rejects me."
(Bihar al-Anwar, Vol. 51, p. 73) (this matches with Quran
that “rasool will say that ummat has left quran)

Mahdi will be unlearned Muslim Scholar.This
hadiths matches with Quran surah Juma verses 1-3.
Hadiths certifying above Quran’s verses.
6- Ihtijaaj: It is narrated from Zaid bin Wahab Jahni from Hasan
bin Ali bin Abu Talib from his father (a.s.) that he said:

“In the last period of time, the Almighty Allah will raise a man
among the illiterate masses whom He will support by His
angels and protect his helpers, help him through His signs and
he will conquer the whole world. All would enter the fold of
religion willingly or unwillingly. He would fill the earth with
justice, equity and proof. No disbeliever will remain without
accepting faith. During his rule, even the wild beasts would
become tame. And the earth will through up its vegetation.
Blessings will descend from the sky. The treasures buried in
the earth will be exposed and he would rule the world for forty
years. Fortunate would be one who lives till that time and hears
his speech.” (This above hadiths matched with prophecy of
another rasool’s coming & hadiths points it to Mahdi who
will be unlearned Muslim.)
Quran [62:2] He it is Who has raised among the
Unlettered people an apostle (Rasool) from among
themselves who recites unto them His Signs, and purifies
them, and teaches them the Book and wisdom, although they
had been, before, in manifest misguidance;
Quran [62:3] And among others from among them (Here Allah
says that his another rasool Mahdi will come among
Maseeh Dajjaal who will be in manifest error due to lack of
wisdom) who have not yet joined them (This points to an
exclusive Jamaat of Maseeh Dajjaal). He is the Mighty, the
Wise (Mahdi is considered as most wisest & powerful in
Hadiths).
Quran [62:4] That is Allah’s grace; He bestows it on whom He
pleases; and Allah is the Master of immense grace (Hadiths
say that Allah will grant wisdom to Mahdi, when he raises
his head then water like pearls drops. Biharul anwar says
Mahdi will be taught hidden knowledge & he will be
granted wisdom).

Quran [62:5] The likeness of those who were made to bear
the law of Torah, but would not bear it, is as the likeness of an
ass carrying a load of books. Evil is the likeness of the people
who reject the Signs of Allah. And Allah guides not the
wrongdoing people.
Angel Jibraeel (a) comes to only Allah’s Rasool or for his
mission only. Quran confirms this. And Jibraeel (s)’s
pledging alliance to Mahdi in White Bird form certifies that
Mahdi is Allah’s Rasool without prophethood (Nabuwat).
Angel Gabriel (a) comes to the Rasool Mahdi & his family,
like he (a) went to Bibi Maryam.
“WHO IS IT THAT ANSWERS THE DISTRESSED WHEN
THEY CALL UPON HIM? WHO REMOVES THEIR
SUFFERING? WHO MAKES YOU SUCCESSORS IN THE
EARTH? ...” Quran 27:62
A HADITH REGARDING VERSE 62 OF SURAT AN-NAML:
Muhammed ibn Muslim says that Imam Muhammad Bakr said
of the verse: "Who is it that answers the distressed when
they call upon Him?...”: This verse refers to the Qaim
[Hazrat Mahdi (as)]. IT IS GABRIEL (AS) WHO WILL come
to the Kaaba in the form of a white bird and FIRST SWEAR
ALLEGIANCE TO HIM AMONG THE PEOPLE. (Sheikh
Muhammad ibn Ibrahim Numani, al-Ghaybah al-Numani, p. 37)
Muslims are already ready to call Isa son of Maryam as
Rasool Nabi but don’t want to call Mahdi as Rasool. But
when Jesus son of Maryam (Isa) himself is Mahdi then why
you hesitate to call him Allaah’s Rasool without
Prophethood (Nabuwat)?
Most of the Muslims expect Rasool Nabi Isa son of Maryam (a)
& are ready to give him respect as Rasool Nabi despite of
prophethood’s (nabuwat’s) ending. But actual fact is that he
had died a natural death & was supposed to be re-incarnated
spiritually as Mahdi. And he was supposed to be just Rasool &
not the Nabi (Prophet). So when Muslims are already ready to

call Isa son of Maryam (a) as Rasool Nabi then why should
they not easily call him in new body of Mahdi as just Rasool
witrhout Prophethood (Nabuwat). Allah said not to distinguish
between Rasools & give all of them same respect. Then why do
Muslims hesitate to respect Mahdi as rasool of Allah & give him
equal status as they give to prophet Mohammed (s)? All the
verses of Quran addressing with word “Rasool” implies upon
the Isa son of Maryam’s re-incarnation the Mahdi. Quran is
giving equal status & respect to all Rasools then why should
mankind go against it?

The wisdom of Quran hidden in 2 words usage
“Rasool” & “Nabi” in Quran. Now Revealed by me
(Mahdi) !
Those 2 words are 2 different designations. One is “Rasool
(apostle)” & another is “Nabi (prophet, the news giver)”. Quran
is delivered for 2 Rasools & upon one Rasool the last prophet
(Nabi) Mohammed (s). There was no new Quran to come again
& all the orders for the rasool Isa son of Maryam’s reincarnation as Mahdi are available in Quran. Now whatever
respect a believer gives to Mohammed (s) must also give to the
Mahdi. Isa son of Maryam is Mahdi the rasool of Allah without
prophethood (nabuwat). Quran & Hadiths delivered to
Mohammed (s) for the establishment of perfected Islam & it’s
certification was supposed to be done by another Rasool the
Mahdi. The style of usage of these 2 words are so much
confusing the mankind that they hardly differentiate between
these 2 designations & hence they couldn’t know that the Isa
son of Maryam the Mahdi is rasool of Allah for whom even
Quran’s verses were awaiting. The entire world was also
awaiting the last savior & also the Quran.
Note: -A non-Muslim investigator of Quran’s wisdom can easily
identify that Mahdi the spiritual re-incarnation of Jesus son of
Maryam is rasool of Allah without prophethood (nabuwat) &
Quran is really speaking to him also in the form of word

“Rasool”. All those verses of Quran being addressed to the
rasool also implies upon the Mahdi. But Muslims out of their
deep emotions & faith for last Prophet (Nabi) will not be willing
to accept this fact. So they will become worse than a nonMuslim the hypocrite (Munafiq). They never thought that Mahdi
is rasool of Allah & they used to only give refences of Mahdi’s
arrival from hadiths. But how can Hadiths say about Mahdi’s
arrival when Quran is not saying so? Both Quran & Hadith have
propecised in wise style about the Mahdi’s arrival but Muslims
thought that Mahdi is just unique Imam (Guide) but not the
rasool. That was their great lack of wisdom. And it was their
fate to be ignorant in this matter till my arrival along with all
signs & time.

Isa son of Maryam’s re-incarnation as Mahdi was
supposed to break open the seals of prophets. And
those seals include his designation as rasool also.
All books of Hadiths say that Isa son of Maryam will be sent by
Allah as Mahdi for certification of all prophets prophecies.
Quran also say that there is one rasool must after last prophet
Mohammed (s). And he was supposed to be sent by Allah with
biggest holy work since creation of Adam & Eve. So he will be
sent by Allah & without being sent he cannot come. In Arabic
the proper word for a chosen man being sent into the world
from Allah is “Rasool Allah”. So all Hadiths & Quran has called
Isa son of Maryam the Mahdi as Rasool of Allah without
prophethood (nabuwat). Because already the news were given
by all prophets including last prophet Mohammed (s). So if
anybody says that Mahdi is not sent by Allah then it means he
is denying all Hadith’s prophecies & Quran. One hadiths which
may be a temperory seal till Mahdi’s arrival or may be
misunderstood or mis recorded also. It says that there is no

rasool & nabi after Mohammed (s)”. But this hadiths is totally
against Quran & all other hadiths which confirm the arrival of
Isa son of Maryam as Mahdi. So I read this hadiths as “There
is no rasool nabi after Mohammed (s) ” which means “There is
no rasool as Nabi after Mohammed (s)”. It means the rasool
after Mohammed (s) is not the nabi. Remember this hadiths is
not the word of Allah or angel Jibraeel (a). So this hadiths is
found to be wrong or temperory seal for the sake of false
claimants till arrival of real Mahdi.
The Risalat (the mission of Rasool being sent) and
Prophet (Nabi) hood (nabuwat) has come to an end. There
shall be no Rasool nor Prophet (Nabi) after me.
(Tirmidhi, Musnad Ahmad, Anas bin Malik)

Other hadiths say that Mahdi will remove the seal of
the prophets which include the last prophet
Mohammed (s) also.
Imam Sadiq says: “When the Qaim [HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)]
wears a particular garment HE WILL REMOVE THE SEAL
OF THE PROPHET’S (SAAS) GOLD-SEALED LETTER
(BOOK) (OPEN ITS COVER) and READ ALOUD to
people."Bihar Al-Anwar, Vol. 52, p.326
One of these signs is that “HAZRAT MAHDI (AS) IS AGAIN
THE PERSON WHO BEST DESCRIBES HAZRAT MAHDI
(AS).” Hazrat Mahdi (as) will present Hazrat Mahdi (as) in the
best possible way, through his work and by his wise and
accurate interpretation of the hadith of our Prophet (saas) and
statements of Islamic scholars. One hadith reveals that Hazrat
Mahdi (as) will be someone who has personal knowledge of the
information about the End Times imparted by our Prophet
(saas), for which reason he will be the only person best able to
interpret the hadith of our Prophet (saas) concerning the End
Times:

42- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Majiluwayh from his uncle
from Kufi from his father from Muhammad bin Sinan from
Mufaddal bin Umar that Imam Ja’far Sadiq (a.s.) said:
“As if I can see Qaim (a.s.) on the pulpit of Kufa surrounded by
his 313 men equal to the people of Badr. They are the standard
bearers and they are the divine rulers on His (Allah’s) earth
over His creatures.
Till he would bring out from his cloak a parchment sealed with a
golden seal. A covenant from the Messenger of Allah (s.a.w.s.).
Then they would go away and disperse from him like
tongueless sheep and none would remain with him except
the deputy and eleven chiefs - as had remained with Musa
bin Imran (a.s.) - then they would wander in the earth, but will
not be able to find a way except to him. Then they would come
back to him. By Allah, I know what he will say to them, which
they will deny.”

The difference between Rasool (Apostle) & Nabi
(prophet).
The meanings of word Rasool (the chosen man sent with a
holy work) & Nabi (prophet, the holy news giver).
First know the actual exact meaning of Arabic word “Rasool”
from Quran itself then from hadiths & from general Arabic
language. It’s simple “sent by Allah” which means “rasool of
Allaah” or “RasoolAllaah”. Sent by a man is “rasool of that
man”. Sent by Prophet (Nabi) means “Rasool of rasool Nabi
(apostle Prophet)”. So it clearly means any important person
sent by someone with a duty is “rasool” & if Allah sends him
then he is “rasoolallah”. Duty may include giving death to some
one or recording the deeds of mankind or sent to bring
somebody from somewhere or sent with the duty of
Prophethood (nabuwat). Jesus the Mahdi is sent into the world
by Allah for the certification of all holy books of all Prophet
(Nabi) including Mohammed (s) also because he(s) also gave

signs of end days & Jesus Mahdi’s arrival to kill Maseeh
Dajjaal, break Cross, Kill Swines, prevail Islam all over, destroy
Yajooj Majooj through prayer & rule for a certain period. There
is a very big mission involved here & every Muslim has to be
Allah’s & his follower. So our general mentality says “He is sent
by Allah with a perfect clear mission”. So in our general Arabic
language what do we call to a person sent by Allah? It’s
“RasoolAllaah” the main basic designation. It’s true that the
Prophethood ended & there is no Prophet (Nabi) to come after
Mohammed (s). Prophethood (Nabuwat) is totally a different
subject which includes giving of News from Allah to mankind.
This news may be a new perfected religion or the foretelling of
future, present etc. Every Prophet (Nabi) is sent by Allah
(rasoolallaah) & Every one sent by Allah (rasoolallaah) may not
be a Prophet (Nabi). Quran clearly distinguished between these
2 different designations which Muslims have misunderstood &
considered them as same meaning or misunderstood. They say
“Every Rasool is a Nabi but every Nabi is not rasool”. “Rasool is
special uncommon whereas Nabuwat (Prophet hood) is
common. Every Rasool has to be a Nabi first because he
recieves messages from Allah or communicates with Allah. So
communication with Allah means the “Nabi (Prophet)”. So
communication with Allah (nabuwat) is must to be a rasool
(sent by Allah). When Allah clearly said that Mohammed (s) is
last Nabi means last rasool also. They consider Prophet hood
(nabuwat) to be the basic primary designation of every rasool.
So they say that when Allah hassaid “Qatamannabeen” (sealed
Prophethood) means there is already sealing or ending of
rasool’s coming to this world.” But this is perfectly proved
wrong from Quran & hadiths itself. Communication will always
be there from Allah through visions as its 46th part of prophet
hood (nabuwat). So the communication from Allah through
visions to Mahdi will also be there. This doesn’t mean he is
Nabi (Prophet). Just imagine Allah hassent his all Prophet
(Nabi) in small areas & they were all rasools (sent by Allah) &
to certify their prophecies in the entire world Allah has promised
to send Jesus for entire world during internet

telecommunication period & he will not be rasool. Can you
believe this that Jesus will not be sent by Allah? Allah will fulfil
his promise by sending him to mankind before end of this
world. Then what do we call in Arabic language to a “sent one
of Allah”? We call him “a rasool of Allaah” & then see what
Allah said in Quran. “Those who deny Rasool of Allah are
unbelievers & hence destined for hell”. It’s also true that the
designation of Jesus Mahdi as rasool was also sealed in Quran
from common mankind. The prophecies of Jesus Mahdi’s
arrival are perfectly sealed in Quran, Hadiths & all other holy
books of earlier Prophet (Nabi) with wisdom. Those prophecies
can be read, repeated, recited but not understood by anyone till
his arrival. Now I Jesus arrived as Mahdi to break open all
those seals. Those broken seals wrapped with wisdom are
proved from all holy books to be correct. So the Holy books
themselves have the seals of wisdom & even the keys of
opening those seals but by Jesus Mahdi only. Its a miracle of
Allah.
Angel of death is called as rasoolallaah, angels who are
recording our deeds are called as rasoolallah, the man who
went to Prophet (Nabi) Yousuf (a) to bring him to king is called
as rasoolallah, the Jibrayeel (a) is called as rasoolallaah, every
Prophet (Nabi) is called as rasoolallah in Quran. It was Allah’s
will to call any Prophet (Nabi) by any of his two designations
“rasool” or “Nabi”. People got confused in these two
designations. That’s the seal of wisdom. Everybody knew that
Jesus is rasool (apostle) & Prophet (Nabi) of Allah (Nabi). And
he died a natural death. And now he is reborn as Mahdi & sent
with a holy mission by Allah with same old Holy Spirit & new
body. Prophet hood (nabuwat) ended & now only the mission of
his being sent into the world with many duties was remaining.
That means he is just a rasoolallaah without any kind of
Nabuwath (Prophethood). Ok.
Now see the actual meanings of rasool & Nabi given in Quran.
If you deny this then you will be considered as unbeliever & hell
is for all unbelievers. But many foolish people who

misunderstood will deny & after these proofs they will accept
the facts inshallaah.
NOTE:-Allah have addressed as rasools to all prophets & also
with word Nabi. Quran have considered all past rasools to be
prophets & separately also showed the actual meaning of word
“rasool (apostle)” which simply means a man or an angel “sent
by Allah or any body with some duty”. So Quran have
addressed rasools & Nabees (prophets) in such a wise unique
way that the designation of Jesus Christ of second coming as
Mahdi is hidden or sealed. His designation is just a rasool
without prophet hood (nabuwat). So Islamic scholars thought
that all rasools are prophets but all prophets (ambia) are not
rasools which means All prophets are not sent to mankind. It’s
totally against logic & fact. Earlier prophet hood was not ended.
But Allah has ended prophet hood upon Mohammed (s). As
soon as the Islamic Scholars saw that prophet hood ended then
they assumed that even the sending of rasool is also ended.
But it doesn’t mean that Allah will be sending continuous
rasools. The only one rasool Jesus Christ was supposed to
come as Mahdi with designation of last rasool among mankind.
So it happened mashallaah. Believing Jesus Christ Mahdi as
rasool Allah & following him through Quran is same like
following prophet Mohammed (s) again. This also certify the
verse “that sending of rasools was stopped for a long time”.
Note: - Don’t mix word “rasool (apostle)” with word “Nabi
(Prophet)” as the topic is to know the actual difference in their
meanings.

The meanings of word “Rasool (apostle)”&“nabi
(Prophet)” from Quran.
Alaraf 7:37:- Who is more unjust than one who invents a lie
against Allah or rejects His Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses,
lessons, signs, revelations, etc.)? For such their appointed
portion (good things of this worldly life and their period of stay

therein) will reach them from the Book (of Decrees) until, when
Our Messengers (Rasools) (the angel of death and his
assistants) come to them to take their souls, they (the angels)
will say: "Where are those whom you used to invoke and
worship besides Allah," they will reply, "They have vanished
and deserted us." And they will bear witness against
themselves, that they were disbelievers.
Araf 7:43:- And We shall remove from their breasts any
(mutual) hatred or sense of injury (which they had, if at all, in
the life of this world); rivers flowing under them, and they will
say: "All the praises and thanks be to Allah, Who has guided us
to this, never could we have found guidance, were it not that
Allah had guided us! Indeed, the Messengers (Rasools) of our
Lord did come with the truth." And it will be cried out to them:
"This is the Paradise which you have inherited for what you
used to do."
Araf 7:53:- Await they just for the final fulfillment of the event?
On the Day the event is finally fulfilled (i.e. the Day of
Resurrection), those who neglected it before will say: "Verily,
the Messengers (Rasools) of our Lord did come with the truth,
now are there any intercessors for us that they might intercede
on our behalf? Or could we be sent back (to the first life of the
world) so that we might do (good) deeds other than those (evil)
deeds which we used to do?" Verily, they have lost their
ownselves (i.e. destroyed themselves) and that which they
used to fabricate (invoking and worshipping others besides
Allah) has gone away from them.
Araf 7: 158:- Say “O mankind! Verily, I am sent to you all as
the Messenger (Rasool) of Allah - to Whom belongs the
dominion of the heavens and the earth. La ilaha illa
Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped but He); It is He
Who gives life and causes death. So believe in Allah and His
Messenger), the Prophet (Nabi) who can neither read nor
write (i.e. Muhammad ) who believes in Allah and His Words
[(this Qur'an), the Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel) and

also Allah's Word: "Be!" - and he was, i.e. 'Iesa (Jesus) son of
Maryam (Mary),], and follow him so that you may be guided. "
Ankabot 29:31:- And when Our Messengers (Rasools) came
to Ibrahim (Abraham) with the glad tidings they said: "Verily, we
are going to destroy the people of this [Lout's (Lot's)] town (i.e.
the town of Sodom in Palestine) truly, its people have
been Zalimun [wrong-doers, polytheists and disobedient to
Allah, and have also belied their Messenger (Rasool) Lout
(Lot)]."
Ankaboot 29:32:- Ibrahim (Abraham) said: "But there is Lout
(Lot) in it." They said:"We know better who is there, we will
verily save him [Lout (Lot)] and his family, except his wife, she
will be of those who remain behind (i.e. she will be destroyed
along with those who will be destroyed from her folk)."
Ankaboot 29:33:- And when Our Messengers (Rasools)
came to Lout (Lot), he was grieved because of them, and felt
straitened on their account. They said: "Have no fear, and do
not grieve! Truly, we shall save you and your family, except
your wife, she will be of those who remain behind (i.e. she will
be destroyed along with those who will be destroyed from her
folk).
Yunus 10:21:- And when We let mankind taste of mercy after
some adversity has afflicted them, behold! They take to plotting
against Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs,
revelations, etc.)! Say: "Allah is more Swift in planning!"
Certainly, Our Messengers (Rasools) (angels) record all of
that which you plot.
AL-Anam 6:61:- He is the Irresistible, Supreme over His
slaves, and He sends guardians (angels guarding and writing
all of one's good and bad deeds) over you , until when death
approaches one of you, Our Messengers (Rasools) (angel of
death and his assistants) take his soul, and they never neglect
their duty.
An-Naml 27:35:- "But verily! I am going to send him a present,
and see with what (answer) the Messengers (Rasools)
return."

An-Naml 27:36:-So when (the Messengers (Rasools) with
the present) came to Sulaiman (Solomon), he said: "Will you
help me in wealth? What Allah has given me is better than that
which He has given you! Nay, you rejoice in your gift!"
An-Nmal 27:37:-[Then Sulaiman (Solomon) said to the chief of
her Messengers (Rasools) who brought the present]: "Go
back to them. We verily shall come to them with hosts that they
cannot resist, and we shall drive them out from there in
disgrace, and they will be abased."
Yasin 36:13:-And put forward to them a similitude; the (story of
the) dwellers of the town, [It is said that the town was Antioch
(Antakiya)], when there came Messengers (Rasools) to them.
Yasin 36:14:-When We sent to them two Messengers, they
belied them both, so We reinforced them with a third, and they
said: "Verily! We have been sent to you as Messengers."
Yasin 36:15:-They (people of the town) said: "You are only
human beings like ourselves, and the Most Beneficent (Allah)
has revealed nothing, you are only telling lies."
Yasin 36:16:-The Messengers (Rasools) said: "Our Lord
knows that we have been sent as Messengers (Rasools) to
you,
Yasin 36:17:- "And our duty is only to convey plainly (the
Message)."
Yasin 36:18:- They (people) said: "For us, we see an evil omen
from you, if you cease not, we will surely stone you, and a
painful torment will touch you from us."
Yasin 36:19:- They (Messengers) said: "Your evil omens be
with you! (Do you call it "evil omen") because you are
admonished? Nay, but you are a people Musrifun
(transgressing all bounds by committing all kinds of great sins,
and by disobeying Allah).
Yasin 36:20:- And there came running from the farthest part of
the town, a man, saying: "O my people! Obey the Messengers
(Rasools);
Assafat 37:123:- And verily, Iliyas (Elias) was one of the
Messengers (Rasools).

Assafat 37:133:- And verily, Lout (Lot) was one of the
Messengers (Rasools).
Assafat 37:139:- And, verily, Yunus (Jonah) was one of the
Messengers (Rasools).
Ta-ha 20:47:-"So go you both to him, and say: 'Verily, we are
Messengers (Rasools) of your Lord, so let the Children of
Israel go with us, and torment them not; indeed, we have come
with a sign from your Lord! And peace will be upon him who
follows the guidance! (two rasools mentioned)
Az-Zuqruf 43:80:- Or do they think that We hear not their
secrets and their private counsel? (Yes We do) and Our
Messengers (Rasools) (appointed angels in charge of
mankind) are by them, to record.
Ibrahim 14:11:-Their Messengers (Rasools) said to them:
"We are no more than human beings like you, but Allah
bestows His Grace to whom He wills of His slaves. It is not ours
to bring you an authority (proof) except by the Permission of
Allah. And in Allah (Alone) let the believers put their trust.
Ibrahim 14:13:- And those who disbelieved, said to their
Messengers (Rasools): "Surely, we shall drive you out of our
land, or you shall return to our religion." So their Lord inspired
them: "Truly, We shall destroy the Zalimun (polytheists,
disbelievers and wrong-doers.).
Ibrahim 14:44:-And warn (O Muhammad ) mankind of the Day
when the torment will come unto them; then the wrong-doers
will say: "Our Lord! Respite us for a little while, we will answer
Your Call and follow the Messengers (Rasools)!" (It will be
said): "Had you not sworn aforetime that you would not leave
(the world for the Hereafter).
Ibrahim 14:47:- So think not that Allah will fail to keep His
Promise to His Messengers (Rasools). Certainly, Allah is AllMighty, - All-Able of Retribution.
Al-Hijr 15:57:-[Ibrahim (Abraham) again] said: "What then is
the business on which you have come, O Messengers
(Rasools)?"

Al-Hijr 15:58:- They (the angels) said: "We have been sent to a
people who are Mujrimun (criminals, disbelievers, polytheists,
sinners).
Al-Hijr 15:59:- "(All) except the family of Lout (Lot). Them all
we are surely going to save (from destruction).
Al-Hijr 15:60:- "Except his wife, of whom We have decreed that
she shall be of those who remain behind (i.e. she will be
destroyed)."
Al-Hijr 15:61:- Then, when the Messengers (Rasools) (the
angels) came unto the family of Lout (Lot).
Al-Hijr 15:80:- And verily, the dwellers of Al-Hijr (the rocky
tract) denied the Messengers (Rasools).
Al-Qassas 28:7:- And We inspired the mother of Musa
(Moses), (saying): "Suckle him [Musa (Moses)], but when you
fear for him, then cast him into the river and fear not, nor
grieve. Verily! We shall bring him back to you, and shall make
him one of (Our) Messengers (Rasools)."
Al-Qassas 28:45:- But We created generations [after
generations i.e. after Musa (Moses)], and long were the ages
that passed over them. And you were not a dweller among the
people of Madyan (Midian), reciting Our Verses to them. But it
is We Who kept sending (Messengers) (Rasools).
Al-Qassas 28:65:- And (remember) the Day (Allah) will call to
them, and say: "What answer gave you to the Messengers
(Rasools)?"
Hud 11:69:- And verily, there came Our Messengers
(Rasools) to Ibrahim (Abraham) with glad tidings.They
said: Salam (greetings or peace!) He
answered, Salam (greetings or peace!) and he hastened to
entertain them with a roasted calf.
Hud 11:71:- And his wife was standing (there), and she
laughed (either, because the Messengers (Rasools) did not
eat their food or for being glad for the destruction of the people
of Lout (Lot). But We gave her glad tidings of Ishaque (Isaac),
and after him, of Ya'qub (Jacob).

Hud 11:81:- They (Messengers) said: "O Lout (Lot)! Verily, we
are the Messengers (Rasools) from your Lord! They shall not
reach you! So travel with your family in a part of the night, and
let not any of you look back, but your wife (will remain behind),
verily, the punishment which will afflict them, will afflict her.
Indeed, morning is their appointed time. Is not the morning
near?"
Ad-Dhariyat 51:31:- [Ibrahim (Abraham)] said: "Then for what
purpose you have come, O Messengers (Rasools)?"
Yusuf 12:50:- And the king said: "Bring him to me." But when
the Messenger (Rasool) came to him, [Yusuf (Joseph)] said:
"Return to your lord and ask him, 'What happened to the
women who cut their hands? Surely, my Lord (Allah) is WellAware of their plot.'"
Alhaj 22:52:- Never did We send a Messenger (Rasool) or a
Prophet (Nabi) before you, but; when he did recite the
revelation or narrated or spoke, Shaitan (Satan) threw (some
falsehood) in it. But Allah abolishes that which Shaitan (Satan)
throws in. Then Allah establishes His Revelations. And Allah is
All-Knower, All-Wise:
Alhaj 22:75:- Allah chooses Messengers (Rasools) from
angels and from men. Verily, Allah is All-Hearer, All-Seer.
Maryam 19:17:- She placed a screen (to screen herself) from
them; then We sent to her Our Ruh [angel Jibrael (Gabriel)],
and he appeared before her in the form of a man in all
respects.
Maryam 19:18:- She said: "Verily! I seek refuge with the Most
Beneficent (Allah) from you, if you do fear Allah."
Maryam 19:19:- (The angel) said: "I am only a Messenger
(Rasool) from your Lord, (to announce) to you the gift of a
righteous son."

Prophet Nabi doesn’t mean just receiving the
inspiration from Allah or seeing the true vision from
Allah but it actually means the news of the future
events disclosed through vision or an angel which

must be believed by all mankind. Vahee
(Revelation/inspiration) to anybody but it’s not
Prophethood (Nabuwat). Allah have inspired to
disciples of Jesus (a), to mothers of Moosa (a) &
Jesus (a), to the Honey bees, to Pharoah through
visions & it is continuous for true Allaah’s believers.
Maryam 19:17:- She placed a screen (to screen herself) from
them; then We sent to her Our Ruh [angel Jibrael (Gabriel)],
and he appeared before her in the form of a man in all
respects.
Maryam 19:18:- She said: "Verily! I seek refuge with the Most
Beneficent (Allah) from you, if you do fear Allah."
Maryam 19:19:- (The angel) said: "I am only a Messenger
(Rasool) from your Lord, (to announce) to you the gift of a
righteous son."
An-Nahl 16:2:- He sends down the angels with inspiration of
His Command to whom of His slaves He pleases (saying):
"Warn mankind that La ilaha illa Ana (none has the right to be
worshipped but I), so fear Me (by abstaining from sins and evil
deeds).
An-Nahl 16:68:- And your Lord inspired the bee, saying: "Take
you habitations in the mountains and in the trees and in what
they erect.
Taha 20:38:- "When We inspired your mother with that which
We inspired.
Taha 20:39:- "Saying: 'Put him (the child) into the Tabut (a box
or a case or a chest) and put it into the river (Nile), then the
river shall cast it up on the bank, and there, an enemy of Mine
and an enemy of his shall take him.' And I endued you with love
from Me, in order that you may be brought up under My Eye,
One hadiths also say that Allah will send revelation to Jesus
Christ to take his followers on the mount toor (Sinai,
symbolically any safe place).
[Quran 5:111] And when I inspired the disciples, (saying):
Believe in Me and in My messenger, they said: We believe.

Bear witness that we have surrendered (unto Thee) "we are
muslims".
[Quran 5:111] "And behold! I inspired the disciples to have
faith in Me and Mine Messenger: they said, 'We have faith, and
do thou bear witness that we bow to Allah as Muslims'".

Books are given to Prophet (Ambia) with holy laws or
without holy laws (only symbolical or non symbolical
prophecies) & every Prophet (Nabi) is sent by Allah (means
rasoolallaah). So Allah can address them as Rasool or
Nabi. If Allah say that He gave book to rasool means that
rasool is a Prophet (Nabi). So we cannot put condition that
Holy laws & prophecies are must for every Apostle or &
Prophet (Nabi). But Nabi must get prophecies (news of
future). Meaning of Nabi itself is “News Giver” as word
Nabi is derived from word “Naba” which means “give
News”.

Scriptures with holy laws (Kitab) were given to the
Prophets (Ambia).
Baqra 2:213:- Mankind were one community and Allah sent
Prophets (Nabi) with glad tidings and warnings, and with them
He sent the Scripture in truthto judge between people in
matters wherein they differed. And only those to whom (the
Scripture) was given differed concerning it after clear proofs
had come unto them through hatred, one to another. Then
Allah by His Leave guided those who believed to the truth of
that wherein they differed. And Allah guides whom He wills to a
Straight Path.
Al-imran 3:79:- It is not (possible) for any human being to
whom Allah has given the Book and Al-Hukma (the knowledge
and understanding of the laws of religion, etc.) and
Prophethood (Nabuwat) to say to the people: "Be my
worshippers rather than Allah's." On the contrary (he would
say): "Be you Rabbaniyun (learned men of religion who practice

what they know and also preach others), because you are
teaching the Book, and you are studying it."
Al-Imran 3:81:- And (remember) when Allah took the Covenant
from the Prophets (ambia), saying: "Take whatever I gave
you from the Book and Hikmah (understanding of the Laws
of Allah, etc.), and afterwards there will come to you a
Messenger (Rasool) confirming what is with you; you must,
then, believe in him and help him." Allah said: "Do you agree
(to it) and will you take up My Covenant (which I conclude with
you)?" They said: "We agree." He said: "Then bear witness;
and I am with you among the witnesses (for this)."
Al-Maidah 5:44:- Verily, We did send down the Taurat (Torah)
[to Musa (Moses)], therein was guidance and light, by which the
Prophet (Nabi), who submitted themselves to Allah's Will,
judged the Jews. And the rabbis and the priests [too judged the
Jews by the Taurat (Torah) after those Prophet (Nabi)] for to
them was entrusted the protection of Allah's Book, and they
were witnesses thereto. Therefore fear not men but fear Me (O
Jews) and sell not My Verses for a miserable price. And
whosoever does not judge by what Allah has revealed, such
are the Kafirun (i.e. disbelievers - of a lesser degree as they do
not act on Allah's Laws).
Note:-Let it be Jesus or Mahdi or both or only one man. To
certify the prophecies of an apostle Prophet (Nabi)
Mohammed (s) atleast an apostle (rasool) was required but
not just a common man or Guide. Alimran verse 81 says about
one more rasool after Mohammed (s) to certify his prophecies
also. If we join Alahzab verse no.7 & Alimran 81 then Allah has
taken covenant even from Mohammed (s) the last prophet. His
prophecies are there for Isa Ibne Maryam the Mahdi’s arrival
with many scenes & signs. So their coming true practically is
the certification of prophethood of Mohammed (s) to be true.
And they all came true perfectly as promised by the grace of
Allah.

See the wisdom of Quran for certification for
Mahdi’s wife illegal marriage with an unbeliever !
Kindly read the separate chapter “Najam the wife of
Mahdi”.
Quran [33:53] O ye who believe! enter not the houses of the
Prophet (Nabi) unless leave is granted to you for a meal
without waiting for its appointed time. But enter when you are
invited, and when you have finished eating, disperse, without
seeking to engage in talk. That causes inconvenience to the
Prophet, and he feels shy of asking you to leave. But Allah is
not shy of saying what is true. And when you ask them (the
wives of the Prophet) for anything, ask them from behind a
curtain. That is purer for your hearts and their hearts. And it
behoves you not to cause inconvenience to the Rasool
(Apostle) of Allah, nor that you should ever marry his wives
after him. Indeed that would be an enormity in the sight of
Allah.
Quran [33:57] Verily, those who malign (evil act) Allah and His
Rasool (Apostle) — Allah has cursed them in this world and in
the Hereafter, and has prepared for them an abasing
punishment.

Rasool of Allah means an apostle sent by Allah.
“Rasool of Allah”in Arabic means chosen of Allah sent with
his holy mission whom mankind must accept & follow. It’s
translation in English is "The sent one of Allah with a holy
mission". Now Jesus Christ is reborn as Mahdi & sent into the
entire world with the biggest mission of prevailing Islam all over
with peace, love & kindness. So is he not sent by Allah with a
holy purpose? Yes ofcourse he sent one by Allah. And Quran
never said that Mohammed (s) is last rasool (means last sent
one of Allah) but indeed gave glad tidings of another rasool
Jesus Christ to be reborn as Mahdi among Muslims. But he is

not sent one of Allah with the Prophet hood (nabuwat) work. So
he is not the Nabi (Prophet) of any kind. True visions of a
Muslim is 40th or 46th part of Prophet hood but it’s not the
Prophet hood (nabuwat) at all&it will continue among belivers.
So Mahdi is also guided through visions & secrets are revealed
to him but there will be no new law or prophecies.
Quran is telling that word "mahad" which is actually 80% of
word "mahdi" is used only for Jesus Christ son of Maryam (a).
And other hadiths are telling that Jesus himself is Mahdi. And
the Jesus Christ son of Maryam who is Mahdi will descend
among Muslims (Masnad Ahmad bin Hambal volume 2, page
411). Hadiths of Sahih Muslim, Buqari is clearly telling that
Jesus himself will be Imam among Muslims. And moreover
these facts are now revealed practically in this world after 1973
march 24rth A.D. till 2016. But out of confusions, doubts, lack
of wisdom & reading some hadiths & avoiding others about
Jesus son of Maryam (a) whereabouts Muslims ended up in full
confusions. Now even today many Islamic scholars have firm
faith that Jesus Christ son of Marium had already died long ago
& they are not Ahmadies (Qadianies). Jamia Azhar of Egypt
had already given declaration of his death long ago but it’s not
known to all Scholars of Islam. Many scholars of Islam are
against each other in this matter. But Allah hasnow removed
the confusions by proving me true Messiah Mahdi mashallaah.
Only the false quarrelsome scholars of Islam who are foolish
will fight & then go to hell forever.
So Mohammed (s) might have told that there is no rasool (sent
one) Nabi (Prophet (Nabi)) after Mohammed (s). It means there
is no rasool to come after Mohammed (s) with the Prophethood
(Nabuwat) ) work but Jesus Christ will come as Mahdi. Means
he will be just a sent one of Allah (rasool) without any kind of
nabuwat at all. But while passing on to generations these
hadiths might be mis-recorded. How can this hadiths go against
whole of Quran & other hadiths which clearly give news of
Jesus Christ's reincarnation as Mahdi? Even Daabbatul Ard

Peacock has certified this statement of Mahdi mashallaah. The
Muslims are telling that there is no nabi (Prophet (Nabi) ) after
Mohammed (s) but Jesus is the Prophet (Nabi) to come. It
means they are going against Quran & telling that Jesus will not
come after Mohammed (s) in this world. Because if he comes
then the verses of Quran are denied about "last Prophet
(Nabi)". But if he is reborn as Mahdi then it’s sure that he will be
just a rasool (sent by Allah) only without any kind of nabuwat
(Prophethood).
Only One Hadith & last Prophet (Nabi)’s sermon is coming
against Quran & all hadiths about arrival of Mahdi Jesus
from Allah. It clearly means Mahdi Jesus is rasoolallaah
but not Prophet (Nabi) of any kind. Its all recorders mistake
or misunderstood. Mohammed (s) might have told that
there is no rasool nabi after me which means there is no
rasool with nabuwat after Mohammed (s) or the rasool who
is to come as Mahdi Jesus is not the Nabi after Mohammed
(s). We all believe Quran’s verse which says the ending of
Prophet (Nabi) hood but didn’t say ending of rasools
because one rasool Quran itself prophecised who is none
other than Mahdi the Jesus himself. Seven hadiths clearly
used the only word “Nabi, Nabuwat” but not Rasool to
show end of rasool. So on the basis of Quran, other 90%
hadiths I declare these two hadiths as misunderstood or
mistransferred.
Arabic Word “Rasool” is Common for all Arabs: - When
Jawahar Lal Nehru went to Saudi Arabia then Arabs called him
“Rasool e Aman (means apostle of peace)”. When they send
somebody with their work then they say “my rasool has gone
with some work”. So word “Rasool” is common in Arabic for
every person sent with some work. But Rasool of Allah is totally
unique & must be identified through all holy proofs.
When did Quran come? And when did the confusion in word
Rasool & Nabi arise? When did Arabic language come? Did

Quran come in Arabic language or Did Arabic come with
Quran? The present day Muslim scholars try to prove that the
meaning of Rasool is the one who brings new holy laws & news
from Allah. But in fact the one who brings news is called Nabi
as the word Naba means "to report or give news". The
meaning of single word Rasool is just "the man sent with some
purpose". This simply means a man who is sent by Allah with
some holy work. If holy work includes "giving news, new
reports, new prophecies, new holy laws etc" then such person
is sent with the mission of "Prophethood (Nabuwat)" & he is
called as Nabi. So Nabuwat (prophethood) is given to a chosen
man sent by Allah into the world. So such a rasool becomes a
prophet. And prophethood ended upon Mohammed (s). So
there will be no news of new religion, no new prophecies, no
new holy laws & hence no prophet (nabi) at all after
Mohammed (s). Then who is the Isa Ibne Maryam (a) & Mahdi?
They are also being sent into the world with holy mission of
Allah which no other person can perform except them. And
prophet Isa ibne maryam who was nabi is taken alive into
heavens & will comeback. So is he rasul & old nabi also? First
of all the Isa ibne maryam is himself is Mahdi proved from
Quran & Hadiths. He is one person prophecised in two styles to
avoid the false claimants. The answer to this faith is "Isa Ibne
Maryam (a) was raised towards Allah after becoming
unconscious& he was raised outside the tomb through angels
where Allah wished". And this scene had happened 1960 years
back. And Isa Ibne Maryam (a) himself is telling in the Bible that
he will be raised to life on 3 rd day just like miracle of Yunus
(Jonah (a)). And Yunus (a) was unconscious in the belly of the
fish. Then Jesus lived 80 years more, married, got children &
died after the age of 120 years. Muslims just quote one verse
Nisa:157,158 & ignore many other verses which speak for him.
They ignore the Quran’s other verses of chapters Al-Imran 55,
Zumar 42. Allah has said that he will raise Isa unto himself but
after unconsciousness (Vafaat). And Allah's presence through
his light is everywhere though he himself is settled physically
on the throne above seven heavens. In Nisa Allah said that it

appeared to them as if he is dead but he was not really dead. It
means he was unconscious (Vafaat) & was ettempted to be
crucified. He was not really crucified or killed with any weapon.
Muslims think that just putting on the cross means "salabahu
(crucification)" & don’t understand the full meaning of word
"salabahu (crucification)". It means complete death on cross
after 2 to 3 days due to thirst, hunger, loss of blood & pains.
This scene did not happen with Isa Ibne Maryam as he was
taken down from cross within 6 hours without breaking legs &
put in a room covered with stone. And as per Bible he had
come out from room through angels's help, lived with the
followers for 40 days & then departed on a mountain with
clouds. When there was no ettempt to kill him again then why
should he be lifted alive unto seven heavens? If he is lifted to
Allah who is settled above seven heavens then why was he
seen as a soul in second heavens during meraj (ascension) of
Mohammed (s)? When Isa is a soul then he can descend into a
new new Muslim's foetus only. Then we can say that he
descended among Muslims. It does not mean that just arriving
from sky physically & standing in between a group of Muslims.
Quran clearly said that all the rasool before Mohammed (s)
were given wives, children except Yahya (a). The difference
between my explaination with proofs & the explaination of
Maseeh Dajjaal is very minor but a great one. They take the
meaning of Vafaat as death whereas I take 2 meanings. They
say that he was raised alive to Allah spiritually after death but I
say he was raised alive where Allah wished from
unconciousness out of the tomb on 3rd day as prophecised.
Later he died. Jamia Azhar of Egypt has declared his death &
why those declaration not made public? Due to ignorance &
half or incomplete knowledge Muslims are becoming
aggressive against my claims in ignorance.
The great mistake of Maseeh Dajjaal about the matter of
Nabi & Rasool:- Mirza Ghulam Ahmad claimed to be Nabi (prophet)
& did all 50 false prophecies. He also claimed to be rasool. He took
advantage of few hadiths where Mohammed (s) have addressed Isa

Ibne Maryam the Nabiullaah (prophet of Allah) to descend among
Muslims during end days. Based on these prophecies he claimed to be
Nabi without new holy laws & new religion. He himself believed that
Jesus was dead & he won’t come again with same body. So it means
the Nabiullaah Jesus (s) had died & the same man with old body won’t
come. His time is ended long ago along with his designations of being
rasool & Nabi (prophet, the news giver). But hadiths says that same
Nabiullah Isa ibne Maryam would descend among Muslims & follow the
Islam as a Muslim. It means he will be reborn with new mission & just as
a rasool without prophethood (Nabuwat). Who will send him? Allah will
send him with his mission? What do we call to a special sent one of
Allah in Arabic language? We call him just a “Rasool of Allah” (an
apostle of Allah). And what does Quran say about non-followers of
Allah’s rasool? It considered them as unbeliever & hence destined for
hell. So there will not be any effect on the verse of Quran & hadiths
which say that Mohammed (s) is the last Nabi (prophet). It proves that
the mission of Isa Ibne Maryam as a prophet had been over long ago
before Mohammed (s) & in his new coming he will be just a rasool but
not any kind of Nabi (prophet, the news giver). Though he is same Isa
Ibne Maryam Nabiullaah spiritually but now reborn as just Rasool the
Mahdi. But due to confusions Mirza Ghulam Ahmad & his Vice-regents
the Maseeh Dajjaal always stick to the word “prophethood (nabuwat)” &
somehow try to impose this word upon main Maseeh Dajjaal Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad. In this way they go against Quran & hadiths due to lack
of wisdom. Some scholars like Dr.Zakir Naik unknowingly said that they
claim to be only rasool but not Nabi. But it is wrong as they always claim
to be Nabi. And the verses of Quran are not certified upon him as true
rasool with the scenes. He came in dark century & much advance before
time of Mahdi. I have more than 1400 identification proofs from Quran,
Hadiths, Bible, Hinduism, Greeks, Egyptians, Romans, Zoroastrians,
Tibetans & others where as he didn’t even have such 5 authentic proofs.
He just unsuccessfully tried to grab the few identification proofs in his
favour but failed ultimately. Isa Ibne Maryam the Mahdi is just a rasool of
Allah without any kind of Nabuwat. Now you can easily distinguish all the
orders to follow rasool in Quran & come to know that Quran is delivered
for 2 rasools. One rasool is the last prophet (Nabi) & another rasool is
Isa Ibne Maryam without Nabuwat (prophethood).

Other Muslims wrong faith against Quran & Hadiths: - And
the other Muslims faith is also wrong & they deny the Quran along with
hadiths in ignorance. They say that Jesus Christ is alive with body in 2
nd heaven. He is Nabiullaah & Rasool. He will come with same
designation & body in Israel, Syria, Jerusalem Aqsa mosque & Mahdi
will do his Imamat in prayer. All the ignorant Muslims who have heard in
mosques, internet & media keep on repeating the same. Hence it
became a general Muslim faith now. But it is 100% proved to be false
faith by Quran & Hadiths. Muslims say that he is old Nabi before
Mohammed (s) & he is not the Nabi (prophet) after Mohammed (s). So
nothing happenes to the Quran’s verse of last prophethood. Again they
say he is Nabi (prophet, the news giver) which is against Quran &
Hadiths. The word “Qattamannabeen (last prophet)” also clearly means
“there is no nabi to come at all after Mohammed (s)”. If he comes from
above with same body then this verse is practically denied. So how can
the Isa Ibne Maryam (a) come as a old prophet (Nabi) with same body &
soul? And due to my claim of being Isa Ibne Maryam (Jesus Christ)
reborn as Mahdi the Muslims are imposing the word “Nabi” upon me
which I have been denying since beginning. So it is the Muslim’s mistake
not mine.

Allah said in Quran that those who deny rasool of Allah are
unbelievers, destined for hell. And ordered to follow rasool
of Allah. And now it is proved that Isa Ibne Maryam Mahdi
is rasool of Allah without any kind of Nabuwat
(prophethood). And who ever unbelieve him shall go to
hell.
Note: - Any hadiths which came true being 400 or 1200 years
old in records of Muslims irrespective of sects are considerable.
Most of the hadiths of Biharul Anwar, Suyuti, Nuaim bin
Hammad & few others also have come true practically. Their
coming true is the answer that they are true hadiths of prophet
Mohammed (s). Nobody has right to deny them when they have
practically came true.If you say we don’t believe this hadiths or
that hadiths or Quran then you are following your own desires &

creating nuisance due to ignorance. Such people are enemies
of Allah, his prophets, his true believers & hence destined for
hell.
Quran says that there is only one more rasool without
prophethood (nabuwat) and Hadiths says that here is one
specially guided man of Allah Mahdi to come.
The Quran calls that man to be a rasool whereas Hadiths
openly declared him to be Mahdi & also declared that he is
rasool of Allah in wise style. This secret declaration of his being
only rasool couldn’t be seen by mankind.
Quran says that Mahdi himself is Jesus Christ & Isa Ibne
Maryam was only unconcious on cross but not really dead. He
was brought out & lived a long life of 120 years with wife &
children. Quran says that Isa Ibne Maryam came to certify
Torah.To certify Torah his graveyard should be hidden from
mankind & he should have lived a life of 120 years because the
same case happened with Moosa (a). Hadiths clearly says that
Isa Ibne Maryam lived for 120 years & then died. But majority
are far away from the complete knowledge of Islam & hence
they create nuisance. Allah also said that whenever the matter
of Isa is spoken then people of the book start quarelling. And
the same matter is happening with Muslims also who are now
people of the last holy book Quran & Hadiths.

Quran says that a certifier rasool is there after Nabi
Mohammed (s) to certify his prophecies also.
Hadiths says that the signs of end days will come practically
true upon Isa ibne Maryam who is Mahdi. So this means
practical certification of prophecies of Mohammed (s). So
Quran & Hadiths both are certified as true.

Quran & hadiths say that Mahdi will reveal the hidden
knowledge with proofs. Mahdi is considered as the wisest man.
Quran says there is one more “rasool” to come among
believers who will be sent to a misguided group.
Quran & hadiths clearly says that there is no prophet (Nabi)
after Mohammed (s) but only a rasool to come for certification
of all prophets prophecies during end days.
Quran strictly ordered for pledging alliance to rasool (sent by
Allah) & Hadiths also strictly ordered to pledge alliance to
Mahdi. This also proves that Mahdi is rasool of Allah but not the
Nabi (prophet). Though pledging alliance to the vice-regent of
Allah’s rasool later became a custom. But orders of Allah has
come only for the rasool.
The hadiths stating that Mahdi will say this & that to people
quoting verses shows that he will claim to be rasool but not the
Nabi. Those verses has the word “rasool” in them but not the
word “Nabi”. The hadiths of Biharul Anwar clearly states these
statements of Mahdi to public.
Present 72 Muslim sects worse than unbelieving Jews of
past 2000 years: - Who were Jews? Were they not true
Muslims during the arrival of Jesus Christ 2000 years back
following prophet Moses (a)? Yes they were true Muslims but
divided into many sects & misunderstood the prophecies, hid
some parts & believed some parts. And ultimately unbelieved
Jesus (a). And the same situation is for the Muslims now. They
also are divided into 72 sects & every sect claim that they are
true. They believed some parts of prophecies & unbelieved
some. They have become quarrelsome & always ready to deny
without research. Mohammed (s) said that the Muslims will
follow the same path of unbeliever Jews. Every Muslims of

every sect claim that they are true Muslims & deny the Jesus
Christ Mahdi when the 100% proofs are given unlike any false
claimant in history. All Muslims who deny me this time will go
into 7 th level of hell despite of their being true Muslims.
Because they denied the greatest sign (aayat) of Allah the Isa
Ibne Maryam Mahdi who is supported with Allah’s miracle of
Daabbatul Ard Peacock.
Biharul Anwar Hadiths have said that Mahdi will be rasool. And
it also said that Mahdi rasool will certify Quran’s & Hadiths
prophetical scenes practically upon himself. It also said that the
prophecies of end days will be hidden & disclosed by Mahdi
only. It Matches with the prophecies of breaking the seals by
Jesus Christ Messiah only. It also matches with the Quran’s
verses that Mahdi is the certifier rasool of even last prophet
Mohammed (s)’s prophecies. But they are all sealed which can
be read but cannot be understood by mankind. It also matches
with Hinduism’s books that the actual facts of Mahdi will be
sealed & cannot be broken by false claimants or good people
also till arrival of last Vice-regent of Allah. Many Muslims read
them, repeated the prophecies from their own mouth but
couldn’t know that Jesus Christ himself is Mahdi & he is rasool
of Allah without any kind of Nabuwath (prophethood). Now why
Muslims are unbelieving adiths, Quran & major signs of end
days? When Quran & Hadiths themselves have told that Mahdi
is rasool then why should they deny it?
" ‘Isa (as) will open it (the chest) and will find a thousand
books with seal upon them and will preach Islam with
those books.”
(Ali ibn Sultan Muhammad al-Khari al-Hanafi “Risalatul
Mashrab alvardi fi mazhabil Mahdi, p. 4, from the book Enis elCülesci)

Mahdi the last Rasool without prophethood
(nabuwat) !
Mahdi is the seal of Rasools not just the saints as
understood by saints. Mahdi the re-incarnation of Isa son
of Maryam is the last Rasool of Allah as per Quran &
Hadiths. But Prophet Mohammed (s) was the rasool of
Allah & the last Prophet. Prophethood (nabuwat) ended
upon the rasool Mohammed (s) & the risalat (purpose of
being sent by Allah) ended upon Mahdi. Because there was
need of only one certifier rasool of all prophets including
last prophet Mohammed (s). Now as I have arrived &
Quran,Hadith 100% certified to be true. Now there remains
no further need. Hence I am the last rasool certified by
Quran & Hadiths. And remember I was never a prophet
(Nabi) in this birth as Mahdi but just only a rasool..
As a matter of fact Tirmidhi said the following about
Hazrat Mahdi (as) in his book called Khatm al-Awliya
(Seal of Saints):“Just as the last of the Prophets,
Muhammad (saas) was given the "seal of prophecy"
(Khatam an-Nubuwwa) and he is a deed of Almighty
Allah over all Prophets, this guardian [Hazrat Mahdi (as)]
who is the last of the guardians will be so in the End
Times.”
Imam Sadiq says: “When the Qaim [HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)]
wears a particular garment HE WILL REMOVE THE SEAL
OF THE PROPHET’S (SAAS) GOLD-SEALED LETTER
(BOOK) (OPEN ITS COVER) and READ ALOUD to
people."Bihar Al-Anwar, Vol. 52, p.326
One of these signs is that “HAZRAT MAHDI (AS) IS AGAIN
THE PERSON WHO BEST DESCRIBES HAZRAT MAHDI
(AS).” Hazrat Mahdi (as) will present Hazrat Mahdi (as) in the
best possible way, through his work and by his wise and

accurate interpretation of the hadith of our Prophet (saas) and
statements of Islamic scholars. One hadith reveals that Hazrat
Mahdi (as) will be someone who has personal knowledge of the
information about the End Times imparted by our Prophet
(saas), for which reason he will be the only person best able to
interpret the hadith of our Prophet (saas) concerning the End
Times:
Abu Bashir says: I heard Imam Muhammad Baqr say: “...He
said: When Hazrat Mahdi (as) appears he will follow in the
path of the Messenger of Allah (saas). ONLY HE [HAZRAT
MAHDI (AS)] CAN EXPLAIN THE WORKS OF THE
MESSENGER OF ALLAH...”
Hazrat Mahdi (as) will sharpen people’s foresight and
understanding through these wise accounts. He will not openly
say, “I am Hazrat Mahdi (as).” But he will clear the fog of
unawareness from in front of people’s eyes by indicating the
existence and power of Hazrat Mahdi (as), thus enabling them
to see “the truth of Hazrat Mahdi (as).” The more Hazrat Mahdi
(as) speaks about Hazrat Mahdi (as), the more people will form
a definite opinion regarding him and wish to follow him
spiritually.
Imam Muhammad Baqr (as) has said: WHEN our
Qaim [HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)] APPEARS he will rub his hands
on the heads of servants and will concentrate their disparate
ideas in one place. He will direct them toward an objective AND
WILL LEAD THEM TO THAT STATE OF MORAL
PERFECTION WHICH IS APPROVED OF.
(Bihar al Anwar, Vol. 52, p. 336)
Hazrat Mahdi (as) will tell people the existence of Allah, proofs
of the universe and Creation with verses from the Qur’an. He
will explain and prove the events occurring in the End Times
and none will have any counter-evidence to offer.
Sheikh al-Tusi’s Kitab al-Ghayba : “The dominion (authority) of
Hazrat Mahdi (as) lies within the proofs about all that Allah has
created; these are so numerous that his [Hazrat Mahdi’s (as)]
proofs will overcome (will be influential, will be dominant)

everyone and nobody will have any counter-propositions
against him.” (Kitab al-Ghaybat, [Bihar al-Anwar, Vol. 51],
Ansariyan Publications, Collected by: Muhammad Baqir alMajlisi, Iran-Qum,
Mufazzal bin Omar, commander of the faithful: He spoke from
the pulpit in the city of Qufa: “KNOW THAT THE EARTH
CANNOT SURVIVE IN THE ABSENCE OF THE HUJJAT
[HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)] OF ALLAH... IF ALLAH SUDDENLY
TAKES THE HUJJAT [HAZRAT MAHDI (AS)] AWAY, THE
EARTH WILL COLLAPSE OVER PEOPLE.”(Sheikh
Muhammad bin Ibrahim Nomani, al-Ghaybah al-Nomani, p.
162)
His (the Mahdi’s) Second duty:
To resuscitate the essence of the moral values of Islam
with this title of the caliph of Muhammad (in other words as
Muslims’ spiritual leader). To make the union of the Islamic
world his foundation and TO SAVE MANKIND FROM
MATERIAL AND SPIRITUAL DANGERS AND FROM THE
WRATH OF ALLAH...
(Emirdag Addendum, p. 259)
Imam Sadik (as) says:“KNOWLEDGE IS DIVIDED INTO
TWENTY-SEVEN SECTIONS. Humanity has so far only been
able to acquire TWO SECTIONS. THE OTHER TWENTY-FIVE
SECTION WILL EMERGE WHEN OUR QAIM [HAZRAT
MAHDI (AS)] APPEARS and will spread among
humanity.”(Bihar al-Anwar, Vol. 52, p. 336)
HAZRAT MAHDI (AS) WILL POSSES GREATER
KNOWLEDGE AND FOREBEARANCE THAN ANYONE
ELSE.Hazrat Mahdi (as) bears the name of the Prophet
(saas) and his moral values are those of the Prophet
Muhammad (saas). (Al-Mahdi al-Maw'ud, Vol. 1, pp. 281-282,
266, 300)
78- It is narrated from his chains from Fazl from Ibne
Mahbub directly from Imam Muhammad Baqir (a.s.) that he
said about the sinking of the army of Sufyani:

“On that day, the Qaim will be in Mecca leaning his back
against the Kaaba. He will announce: “O people, we resort to
Allah to make us succeed. Whoever of you wants to support us,
let him join us. We are the progeny of your Prophet Muhammad
(s.a.w.s.). We are worthier of Allah and Muhammad than other
people. Whoever argues with me about Adam, I am the
worthiest of Adam. Whoever argues with me about Nuh, I am
the worthiest of Nuh. Whoever argues with me about Ibrahim, I
am the worthiest of Ibrahim. Whoever argues with me about
Muhammad (s.a.w.s.), I am the worthiest of Muhammad
(s.a.w.s.). Whoever argues with me about the prophets, I am
the worthiest of the prophets.
Has Allah not said in his Book:
“Surely Allah chose Adam and Nuh and the descendants
of Ibrahim and the descendants of Imran above the
nations; offspring one of the other; and Allah is Hearing,
Knowing?” (Surah Aale Imran 3:33-34)
I am a remainder of Adam, a relic of Nuh, elite of Ibrahim and
a choice of Muhammad, peace be upon them all. Whoever
argues with me about the Book of Allah, I am the worthiest of
the book of Allah. Whoever argues with me about the Sunnah
of the Messenger of Allah, I am the worthiest of the Sunnah of
the Messenger of Allah.
I adjure everyone, who hears my speech today, to inform the
absent of it.
Allah will make his (the Mahdi’s) three hundred and thirteen
companions join him without any previous appointment. O
Jabir, it is the verse that Allah has revealed in His Book:
“Wherever you are, Allah will bring you all together.”
(Surah Baqarah 2:148)
People will pay allegiance to him between Rukn and Maqam.
With him will be relics of the Prophet (s.a.w.s.) that are
inherited by the descendants; one after the other. If people
doubt all that, let them not doubt his descending from the
Prophet (s.a.w.s.) and his inheriting knowledge from the
Scholars (the infallible Imams) one after the other. If all these

things become confusing to them, then the call that will come
from the heavens and will call out his name and his father’s
names certainly will not be confusing to them at all.”
79- It is narrated from the same chains directly from His
Eminence, Ali Ibnul Husain (a.s.) that he said regarding Imam
Qaim (a.s.):
“Then they would sit under the common locust-tree; Jibraeel
would come to him in the form of a man from Kalb tribe and
say: O servant of Allah, why are you sitting here? He would
reply: I am waiting for the night so that I may move to Mecca
and I don’t like setting out in this hot weather. Then Jibraeel
would smile and when he smiles, His Eminence would
recognize him that he is Jibraeel. Then Jibraeel would take his
hand and doMusafeha (handshake) with him, salute him and
say: Arise, I have brought a steed for you called Buraq. So His
Eminence would mount it and reach mount Razva.
At that time His Eminence, Muhammad and His Eminence,
Ali (a.s.) would arrive and write for him a long proclamation that
may be read out to the people. Then he would come out to
Mecca where people would be gathered. Imam Sajjad (a.s.)
said: Then a man would come forward to His Eminence and
call out: O people this is one you were in anticipation of,
He is calling to the same thing that the Holy Prophet
(s.a.w.s.) was calling for. Then they would arise from their
place. Then His Eminence would himself arise and say: O
people, I am so-and-so son of so-and-so. I am the son of
Prophet of Allah. I am calling you to that to which the Prophet of
Allah called.
Then some people would get up to kill him, and three
hundred or three hundred and odd persons would get up and
prevent them from this. Fifty persons from Kufa and the rest
from other people would not recognize each other and would
have gathered there without prior decision.”
How Allah maintained the seals of the open prophecies :First Allah have told the prophets in Bible, Quran, Hadiths,
Hinduism books that the matter of Jesus Christ Messiah Mahdi

Mahadev will be kept secret but still open in public. And Allah
told that he is very wise & will give wisdom to the Mahdi only
(surah Jumma). Quran Al-imran 3:8:- He it is Who has sent
down to thee the Book; in it there are signs (Aayaat) that are
decisive in meaning (verses)— they are the basis of the Book
(The actuals, the real, Nectar, Amrit) — and there are others
(signs including end days) that are susceptible of different
interpretations (the main Amrit, Nectar, the hidden knowledge).
But those in whose hearts is perversity pursue such thereof as
are susceptible of different interpretations, seeking discord
(Fitna, exam) and seeking wrong interpretation of it. And none
knows its right interpretation except Allah and those who are
firmly grounded in knowledge; they say, ‘We believe in it; the
whole is from our Lord.’ — And none heed except those gifted
with understanding. —only the false persons will run after the
signs of Allah to bring out the reality (Assal, Amrit). First Allah
made Mohammed (s) prophecy that Mahdi & Jesus Christ are
two different persons & later also made him prophecy that both
are one & the same. Then the main middle parts of some
prophecies were missed by the narrators & found in other
books but Muslims read them with missing gaps as
continuation & believed them to be that much only. Other
middle missed parts of those prophecies were not joined
together & read. First Allah made Mohammed (s) prophecy that
Maseeh Dajjaal & Jesus Christ will come towards Syria & later
again replaced it with East the India. First Allah made the
prophets of Israel speak about end days signs during
Messiah’s second coming then again made few prophets
prophecy that Israel will be replaced with a hidden land where
Allah will gather all polythiests, Hypocrites, Edomites & others.
Then Allah certified the metaphorical prophecies through
Mohammed (s) brought by Tameem Dari. Then played a scene
of Ibne Sayyad & a Jewish boy during Mohammed (s) to make

the prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal more complex. So by
reading them all people got confused & the prophecies were
done in the form of stories or narrations of attributes. Again did
prophecies about Maseeh Dajjaal’s period for 40 days making
mankind search the AntiChrist666 in just 40 days or within 4
months. And Quran spoke just a little about end days signs like
Daabbatul Ard openly but it’s descriptions were given in the
riddle, puzzle & metaphorical forms. It all made the mankind
think high & amazing about the end days signs though they
were simply hidden. Some very important missed parts of
detailed prophecies are discovered in Shia books Biharul
Anwar which appeared to be unbelieving for the Sunni Muslims.
And due to many reasons both groups became enemies of
each other. Some scholars tried to collect all the hadiths of shia
& sunni about Mahdi but couldn’t understand them fully. Even if
they would have understood also then it was impossible for
them to make those scenes come practically. And many
prophecies were done in half parts which contradicted with
other prophecies. For example “there will be a mole with little
prudent on right cheak of Mahdi”. Other hadiths say “there will
be a mole on left cheak with little prudent” in it. Both Hadiths
are true but narrated by two different companions of Prophet
Mohammed (s). Some people believed right cheak’s mole &
some left. The prophecies seemed to be contradicting with
each other. One hadiths say that “there is neither any rasool
nor any prophet” after Mohammed (s). And Muslims believed it.
But it was a seal to be broken by real Jesus Christ Mahdi
through many proofs of Quran & hadiths certifying him to be
just a rasool (sent by Allah) without any kind of Nabuwat
(prophethood). So this hadiths is proved to be half correct &
half as sealing prophecy to safeguard Mahdi’s designation from
attacks of false Claimants. Allah purposely banned the Music,
blackening hair, keeping the photoes of companions of

Mohammed also made beard as one of the important acts of
Muslims. So all were expecting Mahdi, Daabbatul Ard, Dajjaal
etc through their own imaginations. And in Quran Allah did not
mention clearly about Masih Dajjal & Mahdi. In hadiths also
Allah did not openly disclosed the designation of Mahdi to be
just rasool & Maseeh Dajjaal to be new splendid Pharoah in
Arabic language. And at the same time Allah ordered mankind
to “follow Allah & his rasool”. Now Mahdi is proved to be Jesus
Christ himself & his designation as “rasoolallaah” without any
kind of Nabuwat (prophethood). When the reality appeared
then Muslims thought that Mahdi is against Quran & Hadith’s
prophecies. But after peaceful research they will come to know
its facts. Hence mankind confused & now all false claimants of
Mahdi whoever reads this entire book of proofs are ashamed
inshallaah.
Prophet Muhammad talked about Jesus
Hadith: I am most close to Jesus, son of Mary, among the
whole of mankind in this worldly life and the next life. They said:
Allah’s Messenger how is it? Thereupon he said: Prophets are
brothers in faith, having different mothers. Their religion is,
however, one and there is no Apostle between us (between I
and Jesus). (SM-Book 030, # 5836 Abu Huraira Narrator)
Brief result of below given details: - Mohammed (s) is
Rasool (apostle) of Allah & the last Prophet (Nabi). Mohammed
(s) is not the last Rasool (sent by Allah) but only last Prophet
(Nabi). Only one person Jesus Christ the Mahdi is Sent by
Allah (which means Rasool of Allaah) during end days but not
the Prophet (Nabi) of any kind. Its proved from Quran &
Hadiths. Only one hadith which say that Mohammed (s) is last
rasool (apostle) is proved to be weak or misunderstood or
wrong based upon Quran & other many hadiths. Entire Quran
is being revised with the presence of one more Rasool
(apostle) Jesus Christ the Mahdi. All the verses of Quran being

addressed to the “Rasool” also implies upon Jesus Christ who
is reborn as Mahdi. Deniers of Rasool Allah Jesus Christ the
Mahdi are Unbelievers & destined for Hell. Quran says not to
distinguish between rasool in respect. So whatever respect
Muslims give to last Prophet (Nabi) should also be given to
Jesus Christ Mahdi. If people distinguish between them then
also they become unbelievers & destined for hell. The
prophecies & the designation of Jesus Christ Mahdi as Rasool
of Allaah is sealed with wisdom & now opened which may be
surprise & strange for Muslim. But this is natural. Muslims
never thought that the Quran is addressing to two Rasools.
One Rasool is the last Prophet (Qatammannabeen)
Mohammed (s) & another is just only one Rasool (apostle)
Jesus Christ of second coming as Mahdi without any kind of
Prophet hood (nabuwat). Quran is delivered upon Mohammed
(s) & addressing him directly & also addressing Jesus Christ
Mahdi rasool Allah. The difference is Quran is already delivered
& given to Mahdi through Mohammed (s) & Mohammed (s)
directly received from Allah. But Quran is delivered upon both
the rasools & mankind ultimately. Many verses addressing to
mankind & many to Mohammed (s) the last prophet & also to
Jesus Christ Mahdi who is just sent by Allah (Rasool Allaah)
without any kind of Nabuwat (prophet hood).Since long
Muslims have been very emotional following their own desires
in respect of Quran, Hadiths & Prophet (Nabi). Now it’s a very
big exam for Muslims through Jesus Christ’s second coming as
Mahdi Rasool of Allaah. Will Muslims respect, obey & give him
same status like Prophet (Nabi) Mohammed (s) or not? Will
they follow Allah’s orders or misguided Islamic Schiolar’s or
their own understandings, desires & become unbeliever?
Muslims say that nobody can be equivalent to Mohammed (s)
but Quran says the rasools are of same designations & orders
strictly not to differentiate among them. So the level of Jesus
Christ Mahdi is same like Mohammed (s) as per Quran &
Hadiths.

Those who say there is no rasool after Mohammed (s) till
doomsday are actually denying Quran, Hadiths & Allah
also. Quran & Hadiths say there is one more rasool Isa
Ibne Maryam the Mahdi but without Nabuwat
(prophethood).
Don’t you know there are number of prophecies about Jesus
Christ’s arrival as Mahdi among Muslims? So is Allah sending
him or not? If Allaah is sending him or sent him then instead of
calling him as “sent by Allaah” can’t we say “RasoolAllaah”
directly in Arabic? RasoolAllaah means “Just a man sent by
Allah with some holy mission”. That’s all the actual meaning of
word RasoolAllaah. Prophet hood (Nabuwat) is a different
mission. It means “the mission of delivering news or revealing
new laws or giving new future prophecies” etc. But it doesn’t
mean that all Rasool’s must be given Nabuwat (Prophet hood).
But all Prophets are sent to mankind after being chosen. So
they are all Rasools (sent by Allah). But all Rasools are not
prophet (Nabi). There are many angels who are appointed with
various works of Allah & they are addressed as rasools. Some
rasools bring news also like Gabriel (a). He can be called as
Nabi also because he is giving news to prophets. The rasools
who are receiving news are also prophets (Ambia). The angels
who record our deeds & give death are just called as “Rasools”
in Quran. They don’t give any news but do the holy work of
Allah. Their work itself is the news. Arabic word “Risalat”means
the purpose of being sent by Allah. It doesn’t mean that evey
Risalat is also Nabuwat (prophet hood). Allah has delivered the
verses of Quran by hiding the actual meaning of word “rasool”
so that the designation of Jesus Christ Mahdi be hidden with
wisdom till his arrival.
Many authentic Hadiths from Biharul Anwar clearly states
that Mahdi will be Rasool of Allah. But it’s in hidden sealed
style again which even Shia couldn’t understand it. But
many intelligent scholars knew that Mahdi is rasool of
Allah.

8- Ikmaaluddin: It is narrated from Taliqani from Ibne Hamam fr
om Ja'far bin
Malik from Hasan bin Muhammad Samaa from Ahmad bin Harit
h from Mufaddal
bin Umar from Imam Ja'far Sadiq (a.s.) from his father, Imam M
uhammad Baqir
(a.s.) that he said:
"When Qaim (Mahdi a.s.) rises up, he would say:
"So I fled from you when I feared you, then my Lord granted
mewisdom and made me of the apostles (rasools). "(Surah
Shoara 26:21) (Here its clear that Mahdi shall be rasool only
and will have a case pending by dajjal upon him. Here giving
example of Moses (a) means that same incident will happen
with Mahdi also. But I Mahdi killed the falsehood of Maseeh
Dajjaal through literature pamphlets for which they booked a
case upon me.)
Suggestion to all mankind: - First see the proofs that Jesus
Christ himself is Mahdi sent by Allah. So it means he is
purposely sent by Allah which means he is “Rasool Allah” in
Arabic language. Then see in Quran the orders in respect to
follow Rasool of Allah. And then follow Jesus Christ Mahdi as
per orders of Allah. It’s so simple.
All Muslims also are included in the word “people of the book”
Ahlekitab during Jesus Christ Mahdi also. Because they also
follow Allah’s book Quran. And hence this verse implies upon
all Muslims also. But here the book of Allah had already come
but its news again to all mankind through Jesus Christ Mahdi.
This is as if the Quran has come down again with him. It was
already there but not understood by many.

"O people of the Book! There hath come to you our Messenger
(Rasool), revealing to you much that ye used to hide in the
Book, and passing over much (that is now unnecessary). There
has come to you from Allah a (new) light and a
perspicuous Book (Qur’an 5:15).
It’s the Jesus Christ Mahdi rasool who will say on Judgment
day that “people had left the quran”. Because he will come to
know this when he arrives again as Mahdi.
And the Messenger (Muhammad SAW) will say: "O my Lord!
Verily, my people deserted this Quran (neither listened to it, nor
acted on its laws and orders).

Mohammed (s)’s Hadiths of him being last Prophet
(Nabi) :Many verses of the Holy Quran allude to the special wisdom
bestowed on the Prophet (Nabi) Muhammad(SAW) to
understand and explain the revelations included in the Holy
Quran. For example, in verse 4 of chapter 14 of the Quran, we
read:
And We never sent a Messenger (Rasool) save
with the language of his folk, that he [Hazrat
Muhammad(SAW)] might make (the message)
clear for them. Then Allah sendeth whom He
will astray, and guideth whom He will. He is the
Mighty, the Wise.
(The Holy Quran, Ibrahim 14:4)
The Holy Quran clearly declares :
"Mohammed (p.b.u.h) is not the father of any of your men, but
he is the Rasool (Apostle) of Allah and the seal (last) of the
Prophet (Nabi) s. And Allaah is Aware of everything."

The Holy Prophet (Nabi) (p.b.u.h) observed: "I am
Muhammad, I am Ahmad, I am the effacer and infidelity shall
be erased through me; I am the assembler. People shall be
assembled on the Day of Judgement after my time. And I am
the last in the sense that no Prophet (Nabi) shall succeed me."
Ref: Bukhari and Muslim, Kitab-ul-Fada'il, Bab: Asmaun-Nabi;
Tirmidhi, Kitab-ul- Adab, Bab: Asma-un-Nabi; Muatta', Kitab-uAsma in-Nabi, Al- Mustadrak Hakim, Kitab-ut-Tarikh, the
chapter of Asma-un-Nabi
The Prophet (Nabi) said: Good (and true) dreams (al-ru'ya alsalihah) are a part of the forty-six parts of Prophet (Nabi) hood.
The Prophet (Nabi) said: Nothing is left of Prophet (Nabi)
hood (after me) except al-mubashshirat. People said: What is
meant by al-mubashshirat. He said: good dreams
(Bukhari,kitab al-ru'ya, bab, al-ru'ya al-salihah ..., bab almubashshirat, see also Muslim, Nasa'i, Abu Dawud, kitab alru'ya, Musnad Ahmad, murawwiyat Abu Tufayl; the hadith
about the forty-six parts of Prophet (Nabi) hood is also found in
Mu'watta, kitab al-ru'ya).

The following teachings of Prophet (Nabi)
Muhammad(SAW) deal with the issue of Finality of Prophet (Nabi)
hood. As apparent from the references, these Ahadith are
authentic and have been recorded by many scholars and
reported by numerous companions of the Prophet (Nabi) (SAW).
My position in relation to the Prophet (Nabi) s
who came before me can be explained by the
following example: A man erected a building
and adorned this edifice with great beauty, but
he left an empty niche, in the corner where just
one brick was missing. People looked around
the building and marveled at its beauty, but
wondered why a brick was missing from that
niche? I am like unto that one missing brick
and I am the last in the line of the Prophet
(Nabi) s (ambia/Nabi).

(Bukhari, Muslim,Tirmidhi, Musnad Ahmad,
Tirmizi, Babu Khatimin-Nabiyyin, Musnad Abu
Dawud Tayalisi)
God has bestowed upon me six favors which
the former Prophet (Nabi) s did not enjoy:








I have been endowed with the gift of pithy and
perfect speech.
I was granted victory owing to my awe.
The spoils of war were made lawful unto me.
The whole earth has been made the place of
worship for me and it has become the means
of purification for me also. In other words, in
my religion, offering of prayers is not confined
to certain specified places of worship. Prayers
can be offered at any place over the earth. And
in case water is not available, it is lawful for my
people to perform ablutions with earth
(Tayammum) and to cleanse themselves with
the soil, if water for bathing is scarce.
I have been sent by Allah to carry His Divine
message to the whole world.
And the line of Prophet (Nabi)’s has come to its
final end in me.
(Muslim, Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah)
I am Muhammad, I am Ahmad, I am the effacer
and infidelity shall be erased through me; I am
the assembler. People shall be assembled on
Doomsday after my time. And I am the last in
the sense that no Prophet (Nabi) shall succeed
me.
(Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Muatta')

We are the last (ummah) but will precede all on
the Day of Resurrection except that the Book
was given to them before us.
(Bukhari, Muslim)
The tribe of Israel was guided by Prophet
(Nabi) s (Nabi). When a Prophet (Nabi) passed
away, another Prophet (Nabi) succeeded him.
But no Prophet (Nabi) will come after me; only
caliphs will succeed me.
(Bukhari)
I am the last in line of the Prophet (Nabi) s
(Nabi) of God and my Masjid is the last Masjid.
(Muslim)

There will arise thirty impostors in my Ummah
and each one of them will pronounce to the
world that he is a Prophet (Nabi), but I am the
last in the line of the Prophet (Nabi) s of God
and no Prophet (Nabi) will come after me.
(Abu Dawood, Tirmizi)
Allah will send no Prophet (Nabi) after me, but
only Mubashshirat (Good vision or pious
vision).
(Musnad Ahmad, Abu Tufail, Nasa'i, Abu Dawud)
No Prophet (Nabi) will come after me and there
will, therefore, be no other community of
followers of any new Prophet (Nabi).
(Baihaqi, Tabarani)
God Almighty hath sent unto the world no

apostle who did not warn his people about the
appearance of Dajjal (Anti-Christ, but Dajjal did
not appear in their time). I am the last in the
line of Prophet (Nabi) s (Nabi) and you are the
last community of believers. Without doubt,
then, Dajjal shall appear from amongst you.
(Ibn Majah)
I am Muhammad, the unlettered Prophet (Nabi)
of Allah. I am Muhammad, the unlettered
Prophet (Nabi) of Allah. I am Muhammad, the
unlettered Prophet (Nabi) of Allah. There will
be no Prophet (Nabi) after me.
(Musnad Ahmad)
These are just a brief listing of the authentic teachings of
Hazrat Muhammad(SAW) available on the issue of the Finality of
Prophet (Nabi) hood; should a true believer have any doubt
about the Finality of Prophet (Nabi) hood?
Sahih Muslim Book 031, Number 5913:
Amir b Sa'd b. Abi Waqqas reporte (l on the authority of his
father that Allah's Messenger (Rasool) pbuh addressing 'Ali
said: You are in the same position with relation to me as Aaron(Harun) was in relation to Moses but with (this explicit
difference) that there is no Prophet (Nabi) after me.

You (Hazrat Ali) are related to me as Aaron was
related to Moses (pbuh). But no Prophet (Nabi)
will come after me.
(Bukhari, Muslim
Musnad recorded a similar hadith ending
in 'Behold there is no Prophet (Nabi) hood
(Nabuwat) after me.')
The Risalat (the mission of Rasool
being sent) and Prophet (Nabi) hood
(nabuwat) has come to an end. There

shall be no Rasool nor Prophet
(Nabi) after me.
(Tirmidhi, Musnad Ahmad, Anas bin
Malik)
It is not fitting for a Believer, man or woman,
when a matter has been decided by Allah and
His Messenger (Rasool) to have any option
about their decision: if any one disobeys Allah
and His Messenger, he is indeed on a clearly
wrong Path.
(The Holy Quran, Al-Ahzab 33:36)
Final Prophet hood (Nabuwat):- The Historic Sermon of
Prophet (Nabi) Muhammad(SAW)
This sermon was delivered on the Ninth Day of Dhul-Hijjah 10
A.H. in the 'Uranah valley of Mount Arafat' in Mecca.
After praising and thanking Allah the Prophet (Nabi) (saws)
said:
"O People, lend me an attentive ear, for I know not whether
after this year, I shall ever be amongst you
again. Therefore, listen to what I am saying to you very
carefully and take these words to those who could not be
present here today.
O People, just as you regard this month, this day, this city as
Sacred, so regard the life and property of every Muslim as a
sacred trust. Return the goods entrusted to you to their rightful
owners. Hurt no one so that no one may hurt you. Remember
that you will indeed meet your Lord, and that He will indeed
reckon your deeds. Allah has forbidden you to take usury
(interest), therefore all interest obligation shall henceforth be
waived. Your capital, however, is yours to keep. You will
neither inflict nor suffer any inequity. Allah has Judged that
there shall be no interest and that all the interest due to Abbas

Ibn 'Abd'al Muttalib (the deceased Prophet (Nabi) 's uncle)
shall henceforth be waived.
Beware of Satan, for the safety of your religion. He has lost all
hope that he will ever be able to lead you astray in big things,
so beware of following him in small things.
O People, it is true that you have certain rights with regard to
your women, but they also have rights over you. Remember
that you have taken them as your wives only under Allah's trust
and with His permission. If they abide by your right, then to
them belongs the right to be fed and clothed in kindness. Do
treat your women well and be kind to them for they are your
partners and committed helpers. And it is your right that they
do not make friends with any one of whom you do not approve,
as well as never to be unchaste.
O People, listen to me in earnest, worship Allah, say your
five daily prayers (Salah), fast during the month of
Ramadan, and give your wealth in Zakat. Perform Hajj if
you can afford to.
All mankind is from Adam and Eve, an Arab has no superiority
over a non-Arab nor a non-Arab has any superiority over an
Arab; also a white has no superiority over black nor a black has
any superiority over white - except by piety and good
action. Learn that every Muslim is a brother to every Muslim
and that the Muslims constitute one brotherhood. Nothing shall
be legitimate to a Muslim which belongs to a fellow Muslim
unless it was given freely and willingly. Do not, therefore, do
injustice to yourselves.
Remember, one day you will appear before Allah and answer
your deeds. So beware, do not stray from the path of
righteousness after I am gone.
People, no Prophet (Nabi) or Rasool (apostle) will come
after me and no new faith will be born (My note:- He
maintained the seal of rasool here by saying “no rasool”
after Mohammed (s)). Reason well, therefore, O People,
and understand words which I convey to you. I leave
behind me two things, the Quran and my example, the Sunnah
(Hadith), and if you follow these you will never go astray.

All those who listen to me shall pass on my words to
others and those to others again; and may the last ones
understand my words better than those who listen to me
directly. Be my witness, O Allah, that I have conveyed your
message to your people." (Note:- Here Mohammed (s) have
sealed the designation of Rasool till arrival of Jesus Christ
Mahdi. Because all other hadiths & Quran is certifying the word
“sent by Allah especially WITH Allah’s mission as “Rasool
Allaah”. And this one hadiths can only be seal but not really
proved by Quran & othe hadiths. Its true that there is no
Prophet (Nabi) till doomsday because no hadiths or Quran is
denying this. But all hadiths & Quran is denying that “No rasool
Jesus Christ Mahdi” after Mohammed (s).).

Last Prophet Mohammed (s) has put the temperory
seal on the rasool designation as he already knew
that Mahdi will break it down because many hadiths
& Quran verses are against this. Prophet
Mohammed (s) already knew that Mahdi is not the
Nabi (prophet) but only a man sent by Allah (Rasool)
which common man don’t understand the sealed
prophecies.
This one hadith is denying all Quran & other hadiths that Isa
Ibne Maryam the Mahdi is rasool without any kind of Nabuwat
(prophethood). But this may be a sealed temperory hadith of
Mohammed (s) till the arrival of Mahdi. Because Mohammed (s)
knew that Mahdi will break this seal because it is going against
all other prophecies & Quran about the “person being sent by
Allah” to certify all holy books. One hadith in Biharul Anwar
says that Mahdi will bring out a sealed covenant & read for all
then they will leave him alone. All of them will run away as if it
appears to them a great sin.
The Risalat (the mission of Rasool being sent)
and Prophet (Nabi) hood (nabuwat) has come
to an end. There shall be no Rasool nor

Prophet (Nabi) after me.
(Tirmidhi, Musnad Ahmad, Anas bin Malik)
Pledging alliance to Mahdi by all mankind is strictly
ordered in Hadiths by prophet Mohammed (s) & the same
orders are for the Rasool of Allah in Quran. In entire Quran
Allah ordered to pledge alliance only to Allah’s rasool but
not to any other common leader of Muslims. The system of
Pledging of Allaince in Islam developed after Mohammed
(s). But exclusively Allah’s orders are for Allah’s rasool
only. This also proves that Mahdi is Allah’s rasool without
prophethood (nabuwat).
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The wrong faith of Muslims due to lack of wisdom.
And all those are 10 major signs of the end. They are all
confused in these 10 major signs & it was their fate. Signs
(aayaats) of end days are strange even for the Islamic
scholars & thse people have hunted for them to know.
They tried their level best to find out its reality but
ultimately failed. That is the meaning of “signs” and hence
their confusion is natural. I Mahdi was supposed to remove
those confusions as per prophecies. So I am doing it by
the grace of Allah.
Those 10 major signs (aayaats, miracles) are (1) Maseeh
Dajjaal the false Messiah & his religious dynasty like
Pharaoh, (2) Isa son of Maryam’s spiritual reincarnation as
Mahdi among the group of Maseeh Dajjaal to repeat the
history of Pharoah & Moses (s), (3,4,5) The piercing of
earth in east, west (Tsunamies) & Indian Peninsula
(Arabian Peninsula metaphorically). (6) The Daabbatul Ard
speaking for the Mahdi when people unbelieved him & his
true claims (Aayaats) (7) Yajooj Majooj (Gog, Magog), (8)
Smoke (9) Fire (10) Sunrise from west.
The Islamic scholars speak about them with confidence in public
meetings, mosques & debates as if they are masters in it. They
forgot that these are 10 major signs the miracles to be revealed

practically only during true Mahdi & for his certification. They also
forgot that those signs are sealed with wisdom though they are all
readable by common man. They were being used as lockers of 10
major signs without the keys. Though they all have the wealth with
them but not the keys to open it. Their all efforts to know its actual
secrets were supposed to be a failure as per prophecies. Some of
them could understand their mistakes but still feel all helplessness.
The common Muslims believe their speaches and hence developed
such faiths among themselves. Whenever they hear something
against those faiths they feel bad & revolt. Islamic scholars hold
the highest positions in Muslim world faithwise. And now what I
have proved is totally against their false developed faith due to lack
of wisdom. Their faith is proved wrong based upon Quran &
Hadiths. Generally all sects of Muslims are good in Islamic Holy
laws knowledge irrespective of their proper practice. They are only
confused in the matter of end days major signs. And those signs
are Maseeh Dajjaal, Daabbatul Ardh & Isa son of Maryam’s 2nd
coming as Mahdi. Many Islamic intelligent scholars start & end with
mistakes in understanding their signs with confusions. Ultimately
they are proved wrong & have no confidence in their final faiths
upon them. This case is ame with the Imams of Kaaba, Islamic
institutions & top most Islamic scholars of the world. Their
behavior ultimately show their helplessness & foolishness in these
3 big signs of end. Though they all speak about the signs exactly
as they are mentioned in Holy books but fail to come on final
conclusions. It’s their fate & wish of Allaah to keep them in
confusions till coming true of those 3 major signs. And finally they
say that all such confusions shall be removed when Jesus & Mahdi
comes. It’s their ultimate saying & many reject their arrival also due
to distress & confusions.

What intelligent Muslims should do when I Mahdi claimed
about the end day signs fulfillment?
First of all they should understand that Mahdi is always superior to
all Islamic scholars of the world & whenever such claimants appear
then they should listen carefully, investigate with authentic proofs
& have patience. They should expect the strange amazing facts of
Quran & Hadiths to be revealed through him & behave like students
with discipline. When all proofs matched with holy prophecies then
they should accept & follow him. If those signs are not found to be
100% matching with the identification proofs of the Mahdi then they
should reject hi. But in advance they should not behave as very
much learned persons better then Mahdi. They should know that
Mahdi being so wise will be from among the ignorants which itself

is a very big sign. All of them should pay proper attention &
investigate with patience in this matter. Otherwise there will be
clash between the Mahdi & the Islamic scholars because Islamic
scholars will be behaving as superior to Mahdi ignoring all facts.

Mahdi is the anti-virus for their false faiths.
A kind of information virus is spread in all religious people’s minds.
They need an anti-virus for it. And that the information from true
Mahdi with proofs which they must read, listen, understand & then
only they can be virus free. Otherwise this evil virus will destroy
their entire life.
Mahdi is the door through which all these confused religious
people shoul pass & remove their confusions. They should all
study my given proofs & finally become a true crystal clear believer
of Islam. Till then they will be behaving like mad people despite of
being true Muslims. They all have to learn the facts from me the
Mahdi.

